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COVER 
For this issue our cover again features people braving frostbite in the name of 

progress - in this case, the progress of knowledge. A team from the Polar Ice 
Coring Office is shown assembling a shallow drill at the South Pole station, 

29 December 1978. (Photo by Philip Marshall, whose report on a recent meeting 
devoted to ice drilling technology begins on page 4.) 

THE NORTHERN ENGINEER (ISSN 0029-3083) is a quarterly publication of the Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska - Dr. Juan G. 
Roederer, Director. It focuses on engineering practice and technological developments in cold regions, but in the broadest sense. We will consider 
articles stemming from the physical, biological and behavioral sciences, also views and comments having a social or political thrust, so long as the view· 
point relates to technical problems of northern habitation, commerce, development or the environment. Contributions from other nations are welcome. 
We are pleased to include book reviews on appropriate subjects, and announcements of forthcoming meetings of interest to northern communities. 
"Letters to the Editor" will be published if of general interest; these should not exceed 300 words. (Opinions in the letters, reviews and articles are 
those of the authors and not necessarily those of the University of Alaska, the Geophysical Institute, or The Northern Engineer staff and Board.) 

Subscription rates for The Northern Engineer are $10 for one year, $15 for two years, and $35 for five years. Some back issues are available 
for $2.50 each. Address all correspondence to THE EDITOR, THE NORTHERN ENGINEER, GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF 
ALASKA, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99701, U.S.A. The University of Alaska is an EO/AA employer and educational institution. 
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by Philip Marshall 

OF ICE AND MEN: 
the workshop/symposium 

for ice drilling technology 

land were unable to attend, but their 
papers will be published in the Proceed
ings along with the 21 presentations made 
during the conference. That volume is 
slated to appear as a USA CRREL special 
report in spring 1983. 

The meeting brought together the 
foremost designers and engineers of ice 
drill systems in the world, some of whom 
will be introduced below. The host and 
organizer of the symposium, Dr. Gerald 
Holdsworth, a glaciologist with Environ
ment Canada, had judged there was a 
need to update and publicize develop
ments in ice drilling technology. He him
self had designed and constructed an ice 
drill two years ago. 

A BRIEF REVIEW OF ICE DRILLS 

The symposium's introductory paper 
was presented by B. Lyle Hansen, dean 

The University of Alaska drill camp on Mt. Wrangell, July 1982. Dr. Carl Benson's team of ice drill engineers in the Western 
drilled 43 m with the new PICO lightweight hand auger. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Benson; world. Hansen delivered a brief over

others courtesy of the author except as noted.) view of ice drilling technology develop


Held at the University of Calgary, ments since 1974, when the first sympos

Alberta, Canada, from 30 August through ium on the subject was held at the Uni

1 September 1982, the Symposium for versity of Nebraska. 1 He noted that he 

Ice Drilling Technology was sponsored by would keep his remarks short, because
A report on Environment Canada, the U.S. Army he was eager to hear about these changes 

Cold Regions Research and Engineering first-hand. He did report that approxi
personalities Laboratory (USA CRREL) and the Arctic mately 37,500 meters of ice have been 
Institute of North America. The meeting cored during the period 1949-1982,2and progress 
drew more than 25 participants, who 46% during 1975-82. He analyzed these 

in the field together represented the experiences of cores according to drill types. 
over 160 polar field seasons; they came Basically there are two groups of ice 
from Argentina, Canada, Denmark, France, drills. One is mechanical-action which 
Japan, New Zealand, the United States physically cuts or chips snow and ice to 
and West Germany. Representatives from permit penetration. These drills may be 
Australia, the Soviet Union and Switzer- manually powered, such as the classic 

Philip Marshall has been involved with polar sciences since 1973. He has worked 
in Greenland, the Canadian Arctic, and in Antarctica for four austral summers with the 
US. Antarctic Research Program. Presently he is working as a geologist with the Uni
versity ofAlaska's Arctic Environmental Information and Data Center in Anchorage. 
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SIPRE (Snow, Ice and Permafrost Re cooled flame jet used on the Ross Ice 
search Establishment, which was USA Shelf of Antarctica in 1977,3 the Soviets' 
CR R EL's predecessor) coring auger, or thermal drill used there the following
they may be power assisted. Powered 4 

year and the hot water system also used 
systems range in size from a motorized there. 5 

hand auger to a rotary drill rig used by He delivered a similar selective review 
the petroleum industry. The powered of developments for mechanical drill 
mechanical class is subdivided into drills systems, praising the Danish deep drilling 
that have solid drill pipe and those that in Greenland and mentioning the innova
hang from a cable. Most mechanical drills tions of the Ross Ice Shelf Project (RISP) 
are designed to take ice cores with a in Antarctica. During R ISP's 1976-79 
diameter of 7.5 to 10 em and a length of drilling program, the first ice drilling
about a meter per drill run. applications were made of a wireline, 

The other class of ice drills is thermal. rotary core-drilling system adapted from 
They melt into the ice. The heat may be the oil industry, of a reverse air-vacuum 
delivered to the ice by flame, hot water circulation system and of lightweight 
or electrical resistance heaters. In contrast composite drill pipe. 
to mechanical drills, thermal drills are In conclusion, Hansen remarked on 
often designed to punch holes into ice what he saw as the most encouraging
without coring. 

development in ice drilling technology: 
Hansen described advances in thermal the new generation of talent entering the 

drilling since 1974, referring to the water- field. 

A New Zealander by birth, Dr. Gerald Holds
worth earned his doctorate from Ohio State 
University's Institute of Polar Studies. He has 
tunneled the Meserve Glacier and measured 
the strain of the Erebus Glacier Tongue in 
Antarctica, with both the American and New 
Zealand research programs. He spent many 
summers resurveying Canada's highest peak, Mt. 

6
Logan, and drilling its high plateau for ice cores 
down to 103 meters. An avid mountaineer, he 
has ascended Mt. Logan by three different 
routes. 

B. Lyle Hansen has been wrestling with snow 
and ice engineering problems since 1947. He was 
the chief engineer behind the first two ice core 
holes deeper than 1000 m, one at Camp Century, 
Greenland, in 1966, the other at Byrd Station, 
Antarctica, in 1968; to date there have been only 
three such deep holes drilled by Westerners. In 
1972 he received the International Glaciological 
Society's highest award, the Seligman Crystal. 
Since 1974 he has been a research associate at 
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, where he 
developed a wireline drill system for coring 
ice. His dedication to ice drilling technology 
earned him an honorary doctorate from the 
University of Bern, Switzerland, in 1978. Pres
ently he is designing and manufacturing thermal 
probes. 
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DANISH PROJECTS 

The next paper concerned the deep 
drill used to drill through the ice sheet at 
Dye-3, central Greenland. This radically 
new electromechanical drill was designed 
and built by a team at the Geophysical 
Isotope Laboratory of the University 
of Copenhagen, Denmark. For three sum
mers they drilled as the major research 
effort of the international Greenland Ice 
Sheet Program, coring 2037 m of ice to 
within 10m of the bedrock bottom. Even 
though the Danish deep drill was not de
signed for such a role, it drilled the last 
28 m of silty, pebbly ice. The drill then 
became stuck and was abandoned in 
August 1981, but amazingly was retrieved 
the following summer. This corehole is 
only the third such deep ice boring 
ever drilled by Westerners and its basal 
ice aged approximately 150,000 
years - will provide significantly new 
information about the earth's past cli
mate. 

Niels Gundestrup, the Danish project 
leader and an electrical engineer, described 
the "lstuk" deep drill. The 9-m long drill 
hangs on a 6-mm diameter armored 
coaxial cable. The cable spools off a 13 
kW electrohydraulic winch with Lebus 
winding and cable guide onto the tilting 
(from vertical to horizontal to ease core 
extraction) drill tower's sheave and then 
down into the hole, which is filled with a 
mixture of Jet A-1 fuel and perchloreth
ylene. 

One of the fundamental problems in 
ice drilling is that ice flows under pressure. 
Depending on the temperatures and struc
tures in the ice sheet, ice movement in 
the hole may be fast enough, say 1 mm 
per hour, to pinch and hold a drill. One 
method of preventing this is to pour in 
drilling fluid that is denser than the sur
rounding ice, creating a column with 
hydrostatic backpressure sufficient to 
resist the ice squeezing in. The perchlor
ethylene met this need and also offered 
low toxicity, non-flammability and desir
able viscosity. The Jet A-1 was added as 
antifreeze to stop icing of the drill, since 
it works in ice as cold as -30°C. 

Fifty-five nickel-cadmium C-size bat
teries powered the drill's two motors for 
over 800 cycles without a problem. As 
the drill actually rotated for only about 
10% of the time that the system was 
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being used, the batteries could be re
charged while the drill was being run 
up and down the hole. The drill took 
1 0-cm diameter cores in runs ranging 
from one to two meters long, averaging 

120 m per week. 
Besides the battery power pack, the 

drill introduced a novel system for remov
ing ice cuttings, the second inherent 
obstacle to ice drilling. A few centimeters 
above the bottom of the drill head are 
three tubes spaced equidistantly on the 
outside of the drill barrel. These channels 
run up to a triple-tiered chip storage space 
inside the drill. Since they are in a fluid
filled hole, the ice chips could be sucked 
to these compartments for transport to 
the surface and disposal at the end of 
each run if the necessary low pressure 
were developed. The Danes ingeniously 
designed the drill like a giant screw so 
that as it drills, the lower half extends 
and generates a suction pressure in the 
piston-packed chip chambers. Initial wor
ries about the chips creating a slurry that 
could not be transported were quickly dis
pelled, and the system worked well to 
give excellent quality cores. 

lstuk's intricately machined drill head 
incorporates new, sophisticated designs 
for drill bits and core catchers. These 
catchers or "dogs" are spring-loaded, 
sharpened cams located on the inside of 
the drill head that break and hold the 
core. They score the core as they rotate, 
and when lifted grab onto the cylinder 
of ice to shear it off and retain it inside 
the barrel for return to the surface. These 
new catchers significantly reduce the 
winch loads (say from 5000 to 600 
pounds) necessary to break the core. The 
core cutters are bits made of tool steel 
with 45° from vertical and 15° from hori
zontal angles of attack. These angles allow 
the three bits to rotate more easily, rather 
than digging in. They shave finer cuttings, 
thus reducing the torque loads to the 

drill. 
The other noteworthy advancement 

offered by this drill system is that it uses 
both surface and downhole electronics 
for controlling and measuring drill func
tions. On the surface, a computer with 
visual display, magnetic data retrieval 
and printer monitors 31 drill functions 
every two seconds. Information on items 
such as battery temperature, pressure and 
voltage, drill motor voltage and amperage, 
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TERMINATION 
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:· 0 
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SKATES MOTOR 

GEAR REDUCER 

=~a...-- FRICTION 
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OUTER 
BARREL 

CORING HEAD 

Figure 1. Schematic view of USA CRREL 
(Rand) drill, typical of electromechanical 

drills. 1 

drill inclination, depth and weight on the 
cutters is telemetered in audio pulses via 
a downhole computer up the coaxial 
cable. This microchip technology not 
only gives unprecedented information 
about the drilling operation, it also safe
guards the drill system from overloads 
or failures by a series of microswitches. 
With these redundancy systems, a drill 
operator can be trained in only a few 
days and most of the human error in the 
drilling can be avoided - an especially 
desirable feature given the highly repeti
tive nature of drilling work. 

NEW JAPANESE DRILLS 

Dr. Yosio Suzuki of the Institute of 
Low Temperature Science, Sapporo, 
Japan, reported on the lightweight electro-

Henry Rufli, inspecting the inner barrel 
and core head of one of his drills at the 
South Pole in December 1978. The round 
hole in the drill barrel allows ice chips to 
fall in between the barrel wall and the ice 
core inside, wedging it in place for break
ing and removal. The number of auger 
flights, their angle, and the number and 
design of core bits are all critical aspects 

of drill design. 

mechanical drills he and other researchers 
have developed for the Japanese Antarc
tic research expeditions? Modeled on the 
drills designed and built by the Swiss 
Henry Rufli and John Rand of USA 
CRREL (Fig. 1). these Japanese drills 
are extremely light (20 kg) but have drilled 
successfully to depths of 143 m. Their 
lightness has created the need for a load 
cell or sensor to indicate when the drill 
is on the bottom of the hole! 

These drills have a novel antitorque 
system. All electromechanical drills sus
pended from a cable require some such 
system to counter their motors' torque 
to the drill bit and to cut the core. Pre
vious designs have been vertical ellipti
cal skates or retracting knives that engage 
the borehole walls, but the Japanese 
system consists of four rotating notched 
wheels that cut vertical grooves into the 
hole wall to prevent the drill from spin

ning. 

THE NEBRASKA DRILL 

A heavier electromechanical drill sys
tem designed by the Polar Ice Coring 
Office at the University of Nebraska 
to drill 600 m was discussed by John 
Litwak. 8 PICO is a contractor funded by 
the U.S. National Science Foundation's 
Division of Polar Programs to design, 
build and operate ice drills; three faculty 
members who were engaged in polar 
research obtained the original grant in 
1972. PICO's present drill is an enlarged 
version of the Rufli-Rand drills, capable 
of taking 1 0-cm diameter cores in 1.5 m 
lengths. The prototype was tested in 
Greenland in 1976 and at South Pole 
Station in 1980. Based on the results of 
these field tests, the winch system - in
cluding the cable and tower - has been 
redesigned. The nine-meter tall tower 
permits the drill to hang unimpeded, 
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Beginning his polar career together with Rufli in 
Greenland, John Rand went on to design an electro
mechanical drill based on the idea of a mechanized 
SIPRE auger. He worked closely with Lyle Hansen 
on the development of the wireline drill system used 
on the Ross Ice Shelf Project, and has continued 
working on ice drilling technology during his career 
at USA CRREL. 

Henry RufJi has been working at the Physics Institute, 
University of Bern, Switzerland, since 1970. The 
Calgary meeting coincided with his family's move to 
an old farmhouse in the Bern suburb of Konolfingen, 
so he was unable to attend the symposium. Sergeant 
in the Swiss mountain troops, artist, designer for 
the Pilatus Aircraft Company, and sometime dance 
instructor, Rufli is considered a father of drill tech
nology. 

minimizing bending and making it easy 
to extract cores without digging a pit. 
The drill platform lets the operator 
change sites easily; the drill incorporates 
a drop hammer to snap recalcitrant cores 
free. Removing a spacer on a spline shaft 
coupled to the inner barrel allows the drill 
motor and gear reducer to move vertically. 
This upper section falls as a weight onto 
a hammer plate to transmit the shock to 
the drill head. A cable termination with 
electrical sliprings permits the drill to 
spin when it is downhole - an undesir
able but always possible event -without 
damaging or "birdcaging" the armored 
cable. 

RUFLI-RAND DRILLS 

Two recent experiences of teams using 
modified Rufli·Rand drills were recounted, 
one by Holdsworth on Mt. Logan, Canada, 
and the other by Rudolf Dorr of Ruhr 
University, Bochum, West Germany. The 
Germans explored subsurface conditions 
during the 1981-82 construction of their 
new Antarctic station, Georg von Neu· 
myer, at Atka lceport. Using a current 
version of the Rufli drill, they drilled 
73.6 m to verify ice conditions at the site, 
where two 50-m long tubes will be buried 
to house the research station. 

Henry Rufli, a father of ice drill tech
nology, was sorely missed at the meeting. 
It was Rufli who, in 1972, designed and 

machined the original Swiss drill. He 
fabricated two later models for PICO in 
1978, and under his tutelage the PICO 
team drilled successfully 100 m cores 
at South Pole, Dome C and Siple Station, 
Antarctica. Rufli contributed vitally to 
the Greenland Ice Sheet Program by 
manufacturing the drill head and gener· 
ously offering his practical knowledge 
throughout its many field seasons. 

The American counterpart to Rufli is 
John Rand of the U.S. Army Cold Re
gions Research and Engineering Labora
tory in Hanover, New Hampshire. At this 
meeting, he presented a paper on 4- and 
12-inch (10 and 31 em) diameter coring 
systems for sea ice studies in the Beaufort 
Sea. The larger core is broken with a 
hydraulic pusher plate at the top of the 
core barrel. 

FROM SPACE TO ICE 

Stimulating visions of present and 
future drill technology came in the papers 
given by Bruce Koci of PICO. An aero
nautical engineer from Minnesota who 
designed the airspeed indicator for 
the Boeing 747, Koci based his views of 
things to come on the use of space-age 
materials and new technology. Already 
PICO has built and seen successfully 
field tested a new, lightweight hand 
auger. 9 The core barrel is made of fiber
glass pipe and its extension rods are of 
similar material but smaller diameter. 
Fittings and the cutting head are alumi
num. Extension rods may be screwed 
together to form a tripod, increasing the 
system's depth capability to 50 m. The 
extensions weigh .75 kg/m; the barrel 
and head together weigh 3 kg. An expen
sive Kevlar-graphite epoxy pipe would 
reduce this weight by half. Except for 

Bruce Koci of the Polar Ice Coring Office did 
graduate work in ecology, a background which 
has perhaps given him a different perspective 
in his design work. He has fused together simple 
mechanical devices, such as bicycles, with aero
space technology to propose elegant solutions 
to persistent problems in ice drilling - prob
lems to which he was introduced on his many 
summers of work on the Barnes Ice Cap in 
eastern Canada. (Photo courtesy of R.A. Tillson.) 
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the cutters, a nonmetal corer with Delrin 
head is feasible. 

HOT WATER DRILLS 

More immediately, Koci reported on 
the proven hot water drills used in 
Antarctica. 10 He talked about the 1978 
R ISP hot water drilling through the 
420-m thick ice shelf. The system used 
a 2.5-megawatt boiler, heat exchanger, 
downhole and booster pumps, and reels 
of hose with a 6-m long, 5-cm diameter 
pipe and nozzle. Water melted from and 
stored in ice at depth generated a "Rod
riguez" well for the drill's water require
ments. A 76-cm wide hole was drilled at a 
rate of 0. 7 m/min, using 320 liters/min 
of water heated from 2° to 98°C. 

A less monstrous hot water system was 
built by PICO and used at Dome C, 
Antarctica, in 1979-80 to drill seismic 
shot-holes and to recover an electro
mechanical drill that wintered over at a 
depth of 56 m. In ten days of drilling, 
37 shot-holes totaling 1085 m were 
drilled in a 30-km 2 area. The system con
sumed 160 kW from three oil-fired water 
heaters to deliver 32 liters/min of water 
raised from 5° to 95°C (at that alti
tude, 7° above boiling). Snow filling a 
2250-liter hog trough was melted for the 
water; the trough was towed on skids 
from site to site. Drilling rates for a 
7.6-cm diameter hole ranged from 360 
to 120m/hr. 

PORTABLE DRILLS 

And what of a completely nonpolluting 
drill? A motorized PICO auger powered 
by a 250-watt photovoltaic panel has 
been tested. 11 Koci discussed PICO's 

A French electromechanical drill lies on its 
tilting tower at Dome Charlie, Antarctica. The 
electrohydraulic winch motor (center, on the 
snow) provided high torque and precise low-line 
speed control. In this system the drill motor 
lies above the protruding anti-torque skates 
(see Figure 1). 

developing a 200-m electromechanical 
drill that needs only 1 kW so that it could 
be powered by photovoltaic panels. The 
energy requirement is so small because 
the drill's barrels are lightweight com
posite pipe and the cutters and core 
catchers are redesigned to minimize 
resistance to torque from the drill and 
winch motors. The drill motor's gear 
reducer is no longer necessary and the 
winch's reducer is diminished. Since the 
cable is lightweight Kevlar, even the 
winch system can be disassembled to 
units portable by backpack. Finally, her
metically sealed aircraft heaters drawing 
1.2 kW can be brazed to a drill head to 
allow electrothermal coring. 

The need for such portable, lightweight 
systems has arisen from scientific studies 
in remote alpine areas. Dr. Carl Benson's 
climatology work on 14,000 ft (4267 m) 

Mt. Wrangell in eastern Alaska needed 
and received a PICO hand auger in sum
mer 1982. The University of Alaska
Fairbanks glaciologist gave the symposium 
his favorable impression of the auger, 
which had allowed him to core 43 m. It 
was the -20°C firn, inclement weather, 
and Wrangell's acidic volcanic fumes 
that caused the major problems; the 
occasional tight couplings between ex
tension rods were trivial difficulties in 
comparison. He was impressed with 
the composite pipe's durability and 
strength, which were such that when its 
drilling job was done, it was simply stuffed 
into canvas bags for shipment. 

THERMAL PROBES 

Francois Gillet of the Glaciology 
Laboratory in Grenoble, France, talked 
about Antarctic successes with an electro
mechanical drill modeled after the 
Rand-Rufli system. He discussed the drill's 
performance, concentrating on the prob
lems of ice core fragmentation, then went 
on to discuss the "Ciimatopic" thermal 
probe. 12 A thermal probe is a device 
which is attached to an electric cable 
and melts its way into the ice by electri
cal resistance heaters. Probes do not take 
cores; they transit through the ice. Some 

Francois Gillet has been with the Glaciology 
Laboratory, a part of the French National 
Center for Scientific Research, since 1965. 
He is a noted alpinist, and is credited with 
the first ascent of La Demande, a severe 
rock climb in the Verdon. During his initial 
Antarctic field season in 1974-75, he sur
vived two airplane crashes; when he returned 
to drill successfully to a depth of 180 m in 
1978,13 he claims that he brought an extra 
seat belt with him. 
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National Science Foundation-Swiss shallow drill 
being checked in Antarctica, November 1978. 
The site is above McMurdo Station; White Island 
rises out of the McMurdo Ice Shelf in the back
ground. 

are expendable, in order to be less costly 

deep ice sensors than a drill. The "Ciima

topic" is retrievable because it melts a 

hole wider than its head. The probe is 

15.6 m long and has a vibration pump 

that sucks the meltwater up into a 10-m 

long holding tank. The cable has four 

conductors, two for electricity and two 

for telemetry of the holding tank's status. 

At the end of a run the probe is returned 


is designed to penetrate the ice and toto the surface and the meltwater tank is 
measure in-situ ice characteristics. Space emptied for water samples. Variations in 
is provided in the probe for any type ofstable isotope concentrations in the 
sensor. The probe is self-steering, being water samples can give a record of past 
designed like a large pendulum. It is nonclimate. The system was tested with 2.25 
retrievable; the ice refreezes behind itkW heaters at Dome C in 1981-82. Prob
as the cable unspools itself from inside lems encountered were pressure gauge 
the top of the probe. Meltwater passes malfunctions and hole inclination. Pene
through the interior of the probe where tration rates varied from 2 to 8 m/hr 
the measurements are taken. As a conseand the test ended at 235 m. 
quence, continuous monitoring of physi

Another thermal probe (Fig. 2) was cal properties, such as conductivity or 
outlined in a paper presented by Dr. 

acidity, is possible. Temperature is 
Lendert Kersten of PIC0. 14 This probe 

obtained by stopping the probe and 

(a) (b) (c) 

UPPERT T T 
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Figure 2. Thermal probes: 14 (a) old design, (b) new design, 
(c) PICO prototype. 
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allowing it to freeze in place. Measure
ment of cooling temperatures versus time 
gives the equilibrium temperature of the 
ice. Restarting the hermetically sealed 
cartridge heaters resumes the probe's 
descent; a heater on the upper body 
exterior controls the probe's rate of 
penetration. Together with the nose 
heater, the two draw 5.4 kW. The probe 
awaits a field demonstration. 

CONCLUDING EVENTS 

In its final hours the symposium divided 
into two working groups. The first, 
headed by Dr. Holdsworth, drafted a 
justification for continued ice drilling. 
This technology recovers material entrap
ping a detailed and lengthy record of 
ancient climate. From the ice itself, clima

tologists decipher a history that ultimately 

will help predict future world climate. Ice 

drilling technology also helps to evaluate 

glacial geohazards. Surging glaciers may 

damage any man-made constructions, 

obstruct rivers or catastrophically calve 

into the seas, threatening shipping. A 

major scientific application of ice drilling 

is to provide access holes through bodies 

of ice. 


John Rand chaired the second group, 
which addressed the problems of drill 
performance. The group briefly directed 
its attention to the problem of standard
izing drill components, but then diverted 
in recognition of the immensity of the 
international problem and the equally 
likely immensity of the cost of standardi
zation. Instead, intense discussions ensued 
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Field testing a USA CRREL- PICO in
termediate drill from a shelter at South 
Pole Station. The drill has just complet
ed a run and the crew is lowering it 
onto a table (left) to extract the ice 
core. The substantial winch drum (right) 
was manufactured by a tugboat com
pany; the cable unspools from the drum 
onto a cable guide, around a reaction 
sheave (outside the picture toward the 
camera) and over another sheave before 

passing down the hole. 

on designs for coring heads and com
ponents, barrels, motors and controllers, 
gear reducers, antitorque systems, winches, 

towers, cables and fittings. 
Moments of relief from the intensive 

sessions were provided by two movies, 
one on the Danish deep drill and its opera
tion at Dye-3 in central Greenland, the 
second containing footage of drilling 
and core processing at Byrd Station, 
Antarctica, vintage 1967. The Canadian 
Rufli-Rand drill was also present for 

inspection. 
The symposium on ice drilling technol

ogy was successful from a variety of view
points. Friends with mutual experiences 
against polar adversity were reunited; 
conversations retraced past shared prob
lems and projected to future challenges. 
Professionally, it spanned the eight-year 
hiatus to reunite world-class designers and 
operators in exchanges about technologi
cal developments. The spirit of interna
tional cooperation was truly represented. 
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by Robert G. Albrecht 

Mountain Lodge Roof Design 
in the Arctic-Alpine Zone 

The Cold Roof 
Applied in Canada 

Two important decisions face the de
signer of a mountain lodge: the shape of 
the roof and the type of thermal regime 
which will be imposed by the roof con
struction. The predominant roof form for 
buildings in mountainous regions is a slop
ing gabled roof with overhanging eaves, 
consisting of a single-layer waterproof 
membrane and insulated thermal barrier. 
This type of roof shape and construction 
(shown in Figure 2) creates vexing and 
costly problems for the owners and oper
ators of mountain lodges. 

Because snow build-up on the roof en
dangers people who are outside the build
ing, there is safe access on only two of the 
four sides of the building during the heavy 
snow months. Views tend to be obstructed 

Figure 1. Bugaboo Lodge (discussed below) shows "cold roof" construction. 

on two of the four sides because of steep 
roof overhangs and icicle formation. 

Roof damage due to icicle accumulation, 
ice dam formation on eaves, and leakage 
into the interior of the building occur if 
ice dams are not removed. Frequent shov
eling and chipping of ice dams result in 
high labor costs. Damage to the roofing 
membrane often occurs during removal of 
ice dams and icicles. 

Various schemes have been tried (and 
advertised) for removing ice dams. Instal

lation of electrical resistance "heat tape" 
on the eaves, for example, has proven to 
be ineffective in the long run. 1 

ICE DAM FORMATION 

Ice dams can form on roofs during and 
after periods of snow deposition. Heat es
caping from inside the building melts the 
snow on the roof and the melt water runs 
down the roof surface until it hits the 
eaves. Because the eaves are cooled, usually 
to below freezing, by the outside air in 

Robert G. Albrecht is an associate professor of architecture at the University of Washington in Seattle, where he also has a con
sulting practice in strnctural design. He is a registered professional engineer in Alaska, Oregon and Washington. 
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contact with their lower surface, water 
running down the roof freezes as it flows 
onto the eaves. As more and more water 
runs down the roof and freezes onto the 
eaves, the ice builds up into a wedge. This 
wedge of ice, sometimes many inches thick, 
is called an ice dam (Figs. 2-3). 1 Additional 
water running down the roof forms a pond 

on top of the roof behind the ice dam. 
This impounded water may penetrate the 
roofing membrane and cause water damage 
on the inside of the building. If roof over
hangs are small, water often freezes in 
sheets as it runs down the outside of the 
building. Melt water also drips from the 
eaves and forms icicles. The resulting icing 
of the outside of the building or icicle 
formation is picturesque, but endangers 
people outside the building and causes 

2damage to the building itself. 

Ice dam formation was not a problem 

for the traditional farm building which has 
been constructed in the Alps in heavy snow 
zones since before the fourteenth century. 
Because the top story of the alpine farm 
building was the hay barn (the middle 
story being the family dwelling, while the 
first story was the cow barn), the roof 

Figure 2. Icicle and ice dam formation on 
roof eaves. 

temperature was automatically kept at or 
near the outside temperature and ice dams 
could not form. As buildings other than 
the traditional three-level farm were built 
in the Alps, many incorporated a double 
roof where outside air could circulate be
tween the two roofs. This cooling of the 
outer roof to or near the temperature of 
the outside air has proven to be effective 

3
in preventing the formation of ice dams.

DE LASALLE'S "COLD ROOF" 

An architect who has addressed the 
problem of mountain lodge construction 
in heavy snow zone is Philippe Delasalle 
of Canmore, Alberta, Canada. He has de
signed the day lodge at Sunshine Village 
Ski Resort in Alberta and three ski lodges 
for Canadian Mountain Holidays' helicop
ter skiing bases in British Columbia. All 
of these buildings share two roof design 
features: they have a slightly sloping shed 

4
roof and "cold roof" construction.
According to the owners of these buildings, 
the roof design seems to be very successful. 

Delasalle's first real introduction to the 
mountain lodge roof problem came in his 
pre-student days during the 1950s while 

Impounded Water 

Ice Dam 

Figure 3. 

ICE DAM 

he worked as a handyman at the Sunshine 
Village Ski Resort in Alberta. Because of 
the almost daily deposition of new snow, 
he found himself spending all of his time 
shoveling roofs and chopping ice dams 
and icicles. It occurred to him that a dif
ferent type of roof construction might be 
the answer to these problems. He also 
noticed that many homeowners in nearby 
Banff, Alberta, were solving their roof 
problems by putting a second roof over 
the original one, leaving a vented air space 
between the two roofs. Later, after grad
uating from McGill University with a 
degree in architecture, Delasalle worked 
in France as an architect designing ski 
resorts. He noted that the roofs of many 
traditional farm houses and hotels were 
also double and had a ventilation space 
between their two layers. This type of 
roofing construction is now called a "cold 

roof." 
The "cold roof," as applied to large 

buildings located in zones of heavy snow 
accumulation, has been used for a long 
time in Europe.3 The cold roof (shown in 
Figures 1 and 4) consists of three basic 
parts. The first part, the roofing material, 
is the waterproof membrane. Below the 
waterproof membrane is a space vented 
to the outside air. The third part, below 
the vented space, is the thermal barrier, 
which is designed to insulate the inside 
space. The basic idea involved in the cold 
roof design is to prevent melting of the 
snowpack due to heat escaping from the 
interior of the building, thereby eliminat
ing ice dam and icicle formation. 
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Figure 4. The cold roof show
ing basic parts. 

Depth of 
Cold Roof 

Insulation on Lower 
Chord of Roof Trusses 
Over Building Interior 

The Bugaboo Lodge 

The first major mountain building 
Delasalle designed utilizing a cold roof in 

a gently sloping shed form was the new 

day lodge at Sunshine Village Ski Resort 
in Alberta. Since this roof proved success
ful, he felt confident to use the same type 

of roof construction and configuration 
when designing a mountain lodge for 
Canadian Mountain Holidays at approx

imately the 5,000 foot elevation in the 
Bugaboo Mountains of the Purcell Range, 

British Columbia (Fig. 1). Since that time, 
Delasalle has designed two more lodges 

for Canadian Mountain Holidays incorpo
rating similar sloping shed roof and cold 
roof details. 

Roof Structure 

The structural designs of the roofs of 
the buildings discussed are somewhat 
different, but all accomplish the same ob

jectives: they have the structural capacity 
to carry the full design snow load for an 
indefinite period, and they provide venti
lation space between the top surface 
(waterproof membrane) and the bottom 
(insulating) surface. To illustrate the tech
nique used, the roof of the Bugaboo Lodge 
will be discussed. 

The lodge rafters are factory-built long
span parallel chord roof trusses. The depth 
of the ventilated space is equal to the 
depth of the roof trusses minus the thick-
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ness of the insulation. The waterproof 

membrane, which is a corrugated metal 
roof deck, is attached to the top chord. 

The insulation is supported by the ceiling 

which is attached to the bottom chord. 
The roof trusses are supported by timber 
beams and bearing walls. 

The additional cost of building a nearly 
flat roof to carry the full snow load is 

usually not significantly greater than that 

of building a steep roof to carry the re

duced snow loadasallowed by the Uniform 
Building Code. 5 For example, a roof with 

a 5 in 12 pitch which must be designed for 

a basic snow load of 100 pounds per square 

SNOW LOAD REDUCTION 
Per UBC 1979 
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Figure 5. Snow load as determined by 
roof pitch. 

foot would be allowed only a five percent 

reduction in snow load for roof slope. 

Seasonal thaws occur even at 5,000 feet 
in the Purcell Range of British Columbia. 
The entire snow pack can be shed during 
these infrequent thaws. The access and 
fenestration of the building were designed 
with this in mind. There is no winter ac
cess on the only side of the building where 
the snow might slide off. Windows on this 
side are located high enough under the 
roof overhang to prevent them from being 

covered up or broken by the deposited 
snow pack. The chimney is designed so 
that the snow pack can flow around it 
during a thaw without causing damage. No 

other vents protrude through the top sur
face of the roof. 

DISCUSSION 

The demands placed upon mountain 
lodges by winter conditions and the real
ities of economics related to mountain 
lodge operation do not seem to be well 

understood by many designers of build
ings located in heavy snow zones. 

Delasalle's cold roof design alleviates 
the problems associated with the more 

commonly used gabled roof design for 

mountain buildings. The initial cost of con
structing a cold roof may be higher but 

the decrease in maintenance and repair 
expenses can rapidly make up the differ

ence. Since a sloping shed roof provides 

safe access to three sides of the building 
in all seasons, an owner's liability is greatly 
reduced. An additional benefit is the pos

sibility of rooms with a view on at least 
three sides of the building. 
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by Ted G. Eschenbach 

INFLATION AND ALASKA'S 

RESIDENTIAL ENERGY 
CONSERVATION LOANS 

INTRODUCTION 

Inflation is inextricably linked to the 
economics of energy conservation, yet in· 
flation is often omitted or improperly 
considered in analyses of conservation 
measures. Experts can analyze the impact 
of inflation on a project such as waste·heat 
recovery from a village's generator. How
ever, homeowners have neither the time 
nor the expertise to include inflation 
properly in analyzing energy conservation 
measures, and experts cannot be hired for 
50,000 individual evaluations. The chal· 
lenge for the experts is to prepare materials 
which include inflation adequately and 
which can be used by non-experts. 

The graphs and tables presented here 
can be used to evaluate an energy conser
vation improvement, while the mathemat
ical model presents a correct method for 
considering inflation, state subsidized 
loans, and inflating energy costs. 

One of the "energy" programs Alaska 
has funded in recent years is a loan pro
gram for residential energy conservation. 
To qualify for a loan, the homeowner 
first contacts a state regulated energy 
auditor who examines and critiques the 
dwelling. (The state pays most of the 
energy audit's cost.) The improvements 
recommended by the audit are then eligi
ble for funding under the state loan pro
gram. The loan rate is 5% with monthly or 
annual payments for a period of up to 20 

years. The amount loaned is limited to 
ten times the estimated fuel cost savings 
in the first year. If the improvement 
costs more than this, the homeowner 
must pay the difference. 

The graphical presentation emphasizes 
the effects of varying inflation and widely 
varying fuel costs. Four principles of eco
nomic analysis govern how the results 
have been presented: 

(1) Select the most uncertain numbers 
last, allowing the impact of the 
uncertain choice to be clearly de
fined. In many cases, the uncertain 
choice will not affect a clear-cut 
decision. 

(2) 	 Present the results graphically, not 
in more confusing tables. 

(3) 	 Conduct explicit sensitivity anal
ysis on assumed values. 

(4) 	 Interpret the economic break-even 
point as a range. When values are 
close to the break-even point, 
non-economic factors should de· 
termine the decision. 

The simple example of adding two 
panes to an existing double-pane window 
has been chosen because this article em
phasizes analyzing inflation. The sensitiv
ity analysis presented for other pane com
binations indicates that at least two panes 
can usually be justified. This analysis con
siders conduction heat losses and typical 
installation and operation costs for An
chorage, Fairbanks, Juneau and Nome. 

Because many other Alaskan communities 
have climates and installations costs simi
lar to one of these cities, the graphical re
sults can be applied statewide, even though 
energy costs (especially for electricity) 
vary dramatically across the state. 

This article is designed to emphasize the 
best choices for Alaskan citizens. Thus, 
some of the recommended installations, 
while sound at a personal level, may repre· 
sent an overcommitment of resources by 
the state government and society. 

ASSUMPTIONS AND 
APPROXIMATIONS 

While the data for an individual instal
lation could be analyzed in detail, sets of 
approximations and assumptions are 
necessary when one considers installations 
over the breadth of Alaska. 

Heat Transfer Model 

The three major processes of heat 
transfer through windows are conduction, 
infiltration and radiation. The first can be 
modeled using climatic data, while infiltra
tion and radiation require far more site
specific data for modeling. Thus only the 
conduction effects of additional panes are 
considered quantitatively here, using the 
number of heating degree days (Table 1). 
(While infiltration and radiation are con
sidered only qualitatively, they are off

setting factors.) 

Ted G. Eschenbach is an associate professor of engineering management at the University ofAlaska, Anchorage. Dr. Eschenbach 
is a registered industrial engineer in the state of Virginia and specializes in mathematical modeling. 
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Lacking site-specific data on window 
size, frame type, drapes and shutters, the 
conduction that can be considered here is 
limited to that through the glass. Thus, 
the assumed values for K are 1.00, .50, 
.33, and .25 for single-, double-, triple
and quadruple-pane windows respectively 
(units of BTU/hour·F

0 
-square foot). These 

values do vary with the pane spacing and 
thickness, but significant variation only 
results if the windows are tipped or 
placed horizontally. 

Infiltration has been omitted because 
of the large variability of seal effectiveness, 
depending on window type and quality of 
sealant, all affected in some unknown 
fashion by the method used to install the 
additional panes. With leaky windows, 
the improved sealing will greatly increase 
the economic attractiveness of addi
tional panes. 

The decrease in solar heat gain (a radia
tion effect) due to additional panes has 

Installation and Operation Costs 

The initial costs are primarily those of 
the glass for the window and the labor for 
installing it, although stops and caulking 
do add a little (less than 5% for windows 
installed by the author). For a particular 
instance the size and shape of the window 
can be used to select single-, double- or 
triple-strength glass and to determine the 
stop costs, but for this general-case anal
ysis, an assumption must be made. Thus 
the figures included in Table 1 are the 
square foot costs of double-strength glass 
units approximately 4 feet by 4 feet, neg
lecting the stop cost. These costs were 
obtained from glass suppliers in each city, 
as typical prices for homeowners or busi
nesses buying only a few windows of each 
size. Similarly, the labor costs are quotes 
from the same suppliers for typical instal
lations. These labor figures can vary tre
mendously for particular applications, 

TABLE 1: INSTALLATION AND OPERATION DATA 

Number 
of Panes Juneau Anchorage Fairbanks Nome 

Glass $2.25 
Costs 2 9.06 

3 
Labor Costs 1-3 $3.00 
Heating Degree 
Days 8106 

been omitted also. For most of Alaska, 
cloud cover and low sun angles limit heat 
gain during the heating season; besides, 
additional panes of clear window glass 
have relatively little effect on solar heat 
gain. 

With these assumptions and I imitations, 
this analysis is clearly most accurate for 
retrofitting additional panes to existing 

well-sealed fixed windows, where solar 
heat gain is not a major factor. But for 

many cases not meeting these strict as
sumptions, the graphs are adequate for an 
accurate analysis. 

$2.40 $ 2.50 $ 8.00 
5.20 7.00 16.00 
7.50 10.50 

$3.00 $ 3.00 $ 7.00 

10911 14345 14325 

depending on whether the installation is 
interior or exterior, whether scaffolding is 
required for installation, and on the trans
portation time required to the site; how
ever, unless weight forces a change in crew 
size, the labor cost does not depend on 
the number of panes. These labor costs are 
also a reasonable approximation for 
owner-installed units, which may have a 
delivery charge and which certainly involve 
the value of the owner's time. 

The capital costs for labor and glass are 
incurred to reduce annual expenditures for 
fuel. These expenditures depend on the 

unit fuel cost and on heating device effi
ciency. Because fuel costs are both ex
tremely critical in this analysis and ex
tremely variable within the state of Alaska, 
no assumptions have been made about 
them. Rather, fuel costs and inflation rates 
are used as variables in the graphs. While 
conversion efficiencies for oil and gas de
vices can exceed 80%, 75% seems to be a 
more realistic estimate for furnaces with 
typical maintenance. On the other hand, 
100% efficiency for electrical devices is a 
reasonable estimate, since conversion 
losses occur before the customer is billed. 

Economic Goals and Financing 

Since energy conservation measures 
represent the investment of current dollars 
to save money spent for fuel in the future, 
criteria need to be defined for equating 
present and future dollars. Engineering 
economy and financial analysis have firmly 
established the mechanism for these com
parisons, so that we can to a large extent 
ignore the details. However, a discount 
rate or desired rate of return needs to be 
established. This return is real, a return 
over that required to balance inflation, 
which should also be somewhat dependent 
on the risk associated with the investment. 
Since the returns from a conservation im
provement are based on fuel expenditures 
at uncertain future prices, the risk is com
parable to the risk in investing in the stock 
market. A classic study 2 of the New York 
Stock Exchange over a 48-year period 
found an inflation-adjusted rate of return 
of 6.1%, which has been used here. The 
value chosen has very little impact on the 
bulk of the analysis, because for most 
cases the state loan subsidy greatly reduces 
up-front costs for the retrofitting. In fact 
in many cases, the choice is between 
future energy expenditures and future loan 
payments, so that the selected rate of re
turn has virtually no effect. 

While the value of the rate of return has 
very little effect, citizens who maximize 
their return will take full advantage of the 
subsidized state loan program, borrowing 
as much as allowable for the project, be
cause 5% is an exceptionally attractive loan 
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Figure 1. Retrofitting in Anchorage. Figure 2. Retrofitting in Fairbanks. 

rate. With the low rate and inflation, bar· 
rowers want to repay slowly, and therefore 
loan payments over 20 years are also as· 
sumed (the maximum time possible). 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Readers who are familiar with the nota· 
tion and principles of engineering econ· 
amy should find it easy to follow this 
model. Other readers should consult a ref· 
erence such as Grant et al. 1 for an explana
tion. While understanding these equations 
is not necessary to follow the results pre
sented below, or to use the graphs, the 
proper treatment of inflation as described 
here is a key point. 

Factors Considered 

The economic analysis of retrofitting 
additional panes depends on a large num
ber of factors: 

Installation 
labor cost 
material cost 

Operation 
initial fuel cost 
differential inflation rate for fuel 
furnace efficiency 
increased insulating value of window 
climate-heating degree days 

Financing 
% financed by the loan (subsidized 

or not) 
life and rate of the loan 
inflation rate for repayment 

Economic Goals 
rate of return desired 

These factors are combined here into the 
mathematical equations using the follow
ing notation: 

CPI = inflation rate for the economy 
(consumer price index) 

if = inflation rate for fuel above the CP I 
f = fuel cost per BTU (British Thermal 

Unit) 
cost = square foot cost of labor and 

material 
liK =change in heat loss coefficient 
s =savings in annual energy use (BTUs) 
r = rate of return desired (6.1% assumed) 
(A/P,z,20) = present worth to annual 

payment conversion factor at rate z 
for 20 years 

(P/A,z,20) =annual payment to present 
worth conversion factor at rate z 
for 20 years 

then 

s = (liK )·(annual heating degree days)· 
(24 hours/day). 

Including Inflation 

In properly accounting for inflation, 
the first question to be answered is, "When 
may inflation be ignored?" While prices 
rise each year, the dollars that are used to 
pay the prices are falling in value, balanc
ing the price increases. Thus only for 
commodities, such as fuel or calculators, 
where prices are increasing (or decreasing) 
at a rate different from inflation, must 
the differential inflation be explicitly 
considered. Since the fixed repayment 
schedules of loans are paid in inflated 
dollars, the differential inflation rate 

equals the rate at which the dollars are in
flating. For most problems this is the most 
significant source of differential inflation. 

Inflating prices compound just as inter
est does, which leads to a second question, 
"How can one accommodate the com
pounding of inflating prices?" A discount 
rate, which reflects all ofthe compounded 
effects, must be found separately for the 
fuel costs and the loan payments since 
they do not have the same differential in
flation rates. The formulas below are used 
to find these equivalent rates, x and y 
(r=6.1% is assumed). Finding these equiv
alent rates is the key step in proper treat
ment of inflation. 

Loan Payments 
(1+x) = (1+r)·(1+CPI) 

Fuel Costs 
(1+y) = (1+r)/(1+if) 

The Equations 

The equations for the present worth 
(PW) which follow depend on the fraction 
of the original cost that is financed through 
the state-subsidized loan. This fractional 
financing results because the loan is limited 
to the installation cost or ten times the 
annual savings in expenditures for fuel, 
whichever is less. 

Full financing 

PW= -annual loan payment 
(cost)(A/P,.05,20)(P/A,x,20) 

+ 
annual fuel savings 
sf(P/A,y,20) 
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+sf(P/A,y ,20) Nome, respectively. To use these graphs, the indicated point is above the selected 

(minus initial out of pocket minus loan 
payment plus annual fuel savings) 

The equations above can be modified 
TABLE 2: RESULTS FOR LOCAL FUEL PRICES

for commercial financing by substituting 
the commercial rateforthestate-subsidized Minimum CPI 
5% in the (A/P, 5%, 20) used to find the to Justify 
loan payments, and by changing 	the 20 Installation 
years in the conversion factors for the loan 
payments to the appropriate life. Locality Percent Differential 

The graphs are often based on break and State Fuel 
even values found using these equations. Cost Fuel Rate Financed Inflation Is: 

A neutral (neither desired nor disliked) 0% 5% 
economic project has a present worth of 

Anchorage Gas $1.6246 16.6% never never
$0. Thus by choosing values for 	most of 

$8.20 Oil 1.26 92.0% always always
the variables, a break-even point or curve 

Electric: M L&P .0431 96.8% always always 
can be calculated for the remaining one 

:Chugach .028 62.9% 7.2% 0% 
or two variables. This value or curve of 

values should be interpreted as the center Fairbanks Oil $1.16 91.3% always always 
of a break-even range. For example, a fuel $10.00 Electric:GVEA .09224 100% always always 
cost of $.03 more or less on the base of :MUS .059 100% always always 
$1.26 does not really matter; non

Juneau Oil $1.192 44.0% never 8%economic criteria should dominate the 
$12.06 Electric .0538 61.0% 8.9% 0%decision. 

Nome Oil $1.61 55.0% 19.2% 0% 
DOES IT PAY? $23.00 Electric* .214 100% always always 

Due to the uncertainty in forecasting NOTE: Window cost per square foot. 
inflation rates and their critical role in this Gas costs per thousand cubic feet (Mcf). 
analysis, this section includes no assump Oil costs per gallon. 
tions concerning their expected values. Electricity costs per kilowatt-hour (kWh). 
Rather graphs have been constructed to 

*Not the end-block rate; full electrical heat would cost $.285/kWh.show the best decision for many different 

values of the inflation rates, which simul-
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LOAN PROGRAM IMPACT 
and 20% to bracket most 
available loan rates. These 

credits. This analysis has been done 
at a single value of the fuel inflation rate 

1.5 

10~ ' ' 
ANCHORAGE 

$3.00 I SO FT LABOR COST 
$5.20 I SOFT GLASS COST 

loans are assumed to 
have a ten-year life (typi· 
cal for home improve

in excess of the CPI to avoid obscuring 
the graph with many lines. The value 
chosen for this differential inflation rate 

3.91% ADDED FUEL INFLATION 
9-:: 	 ment loans). although the was 3.91%.3 

4 ' ' ......... -- COMMERCIAL LOANs 
 energy savings benefitsa..: ' ........ 	 Figure 5 shows that the state loan pro· 
......... 
' ....... 
....... 	 accrue over the same 

1.0 7 ..... ........ DOES PAY 	 gram is significantly more attractive than 
.....3 ...... ' ' 	 20-year life as the sub' 	 other alternatives, except for very high in· ' '~ CASH6 '..._ sidized loans. The com·..._ 	 flation rates. For inflation rates higher~-,_ ..._

5-' ---	 -2 mercial loan curves as than the loan rate plus the desired rate ofAiE LOAN2 	 --- sume complete financ·4-' 5% 	 return, the total financing of the commer·
0.5 	

---- -- ...... 
---1 _,DOES NOT PAY 	 0% ing of the improvements,

3 	 cial loans is more attractive than the sub
since no money down5% 10% 15% 	 sidized 5% rate for low fuel rates. However, 
is common for homeINFLATION RATE 	 as shown in Table 3 for fuel rates of the 
improvement loans. Par· 


Figure 5. Impact of the subsidized loans. 
 example cities, the subsidized loans are far 
tial financing can be 

more attractive and for three of the cases 
fuel inflation curve, then the installation approximated by interpolating between 

are necessary to justify the improvement. 
is justified. If the fuel cost is off-scale, the the curves for cash and complete financ· 

It should be noted that Table 3 exhibitsrecommended decision is still obvious. For 	 ing. All curves assume the owner desires 
a 6.1% inflation-adjusted rate of return, the defect of tables for analyzing inflation: fuel costs above the scale, retrofitting is 

A single value must be chosen, rathereasily justified; for fuel costs below the 	 and all curves ignore the effects of 
potential income tax deductions and than the set of values exhibited in a graph. scale, retrofitting is not justified. 

These graphs and Table 2, which used 
local utility rates, indicate that retrofitting 
double-pane windows with two additional TABLE 3: EFFECTS OF SUBSIDIZED LOAN 
panes is often justified. With subsidized (Present Worth Per Square Foot) 
financing, only gas-heated homes in An· 

Fuel State Loan Commercial Loan Cashchorage cannot justify this improvement. Locality 

In four of the ten cases with justifiable and Costs Source Rate 5% 10% 15% 20% 

retrofits, the assumed inflation rate deter· 
Gas $1.6246 ·$5.61 -$4.46 ·$5.89 -$7.42 ·$6.34mines the result. Basically, this table in Anchorage 

dicates that the inflation rate is irrelevant Glass $5.20 Oil 1.26 6.18 4.00 2.58 1.05 2.13 

6.92 4.54 3.12 1.59 2.67for high or low ratios of cost to savings Labor 3.00 Electric:ML&P .0431 
:Chugach .028 1.62 .73 -.69 ·2.22 -1.14(corresponding to high or low fractions of 

state financing). However, in intermediate 
Fairbanks Oil $1.16 $7.40 $4.78 $3.05 $1.18 $2.51 


cases where the homeowner and the state 

Glass $7.00 Electric:GVEA .09224 25.95 22.87 21.13 19.27 20.59 

both supply significant fractions, then the 
Labor 3.00 :MUS .059 14.93 11.84 10.11 8.25 9.57 

assumed inflation rates determine whether 
the improvement should be made. Juneau Oil $1.192 ·$1.96 ·$2.06 ·$4. 15 ·$6.40 ·$4.80 

In constructing Table 2, the "end-block" Glass $9.06 Electric .0538 1.97 .77 -1.32 ·3.57 -1.98 

rate or last marginal rate for residential Labor 3.00 

customers was used. Usually, utility com· 


Nome Oil $1.61 $1.12 ·$.44 ·$4.42 -$8.71 -$5.67panies charge lower rates as quantity of 
Glass $16.00 Electric .214 60.21 53.11 49.12 44.83 47.87fuel used increases. The rate used here as· 


sumes enough fuel is consumed to qualify 
 Labor 3.00 

for these lower residential rates. 

NOTE: Rates are given as dollars per unit amount. 


STATELOANPROGRAMIMPACT Windows per square foot. 

Gas per thousand cubic feet (Mcf).


The effect of Alaska's subsidized energy 
Oil per gallon. 

conservation loans can best be judged by 
Electricity per kilowatt-hour (kWh).

comparing curves generated assuming 

complete owner financing (cash). bank 


NOTE: This table was constructed assuming a CPI of 9.79% and an additional fuel 
financing at commercial rates, and the 

inflation rate of 3.91%. (Rates from data in the Statistical Abstracts of the 
subsidized loans. Because the rates of 

United States, 1981.) 
alternative financing cannot be deter· 

mined, Figure 5 uses rates of 10%, 15% 
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Figure 6. Sensitivity to pane number combinations. Figure 7. Sensitivity to assumed rate of return. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Before an economic model can be used 
with confidence, it is necessary to examine 
the assumptions which were used in build
ing it. This examination is typically done 
by varying the underlying data and exam
ining how much variation is produced in 
the output of the model. In other words, 
how sensitive is the decision to variations 
in the data? 

Even though this article has focused 
on inflation and economic analysis, costs 
and physical parameters can vary signifi
cantly from the values used here with 
large impacts on the best decisions. How
ever, physical parameters and costs when 
varied cause a linear change in the break
even values which form the curves. That 
is, if the total square foot cost doubles, 
the break-even value doubles. If a resi
dence is located on a south slope, reducing 
the heating degree days by 20%, then the 
break-even fuel price increases by 20%. 
Or if the furnace efficiency increases by 
6.7%, from 75% to 80% [.8=.75·(1.067)], 
then the break-even fuel price decreases 
by 6.7%. Because of these relationships it 
is more important to construct inflation 
curves (Figures 1-4) and curves for eco
nomic parameters that have non-linear 
effects which cannot be scaled. 

Two sets of non-linear effects have been 
included in the sensitivity analysis. First, 
Figure 6 shows the effects of the number 
of panes in windows in Fairbanks, and 
then Figure 7 shows the effects of varying 
the desired rate of return in Juneau. Figure 
6 suggests that it is always better to add 
three extra panes since utility rates are off 
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the top of the scale. In fact for each case 
examined (about 1/3 of the fuel, window 
cost and pane number combinations for 
the four cities), adding three panes domi
nates adding two panes which dominates 
adding one pane. This phenomenon and 
window availability was the basis for se
lecting as the example the addition of 
two panes to an existing double-pane 
window. 

Figure 7 indicates that changing the 

rate of return by 50% only changes break

even fuel costs by 15%, which is to be 
expected since state financing supplies 
the majority of the funds. 

SUMMARY 

This article has discussed the interaction 
of inflation and the subsidized loans of 
Alaska's residential energy conservation 
program. It has emphasized proper inclu
sion of inflation with the following points. 

1) The only commodities affected have 
inflation rates different from the 
economy's inflation rate, for exam
ple fuel costs. 

2) The fixed repayment schedules of 
loans (subsidized or not) represent 
the largest source of differential 
inflation. 

3) These differential rates are combined 
with the desired rate of return to 
compute a discount rate, which in
cludes all geometric or compounded 
effects. 

This article has emphasized the use of 
graphs to depict accurately the impact of 
inflation and the impact of variations in 
the underlying data. These graphs allow 

uncertain choices, such as inflation rates, 
to be selected last. 

The presented results (Figures 1-4 and 
Tables 2 & 3) can be used to judge one 
type of conservation improvement for the 
majority of Alaskan homes. Surprisingly, 
many homes can justify adding two panes 
to existing double-pane windows (in four 
of ten cases the assumed inflation rate de
termines the economic attractiveness). 
For Anchorage homes heating with Chu
gach Electric, and Juneau and Nome 
homes heating with oil, the subsidized 
program allows loan improvements not 
justifiable at commercial loan rates. Fur
thermore, in inflationary times the subsi
dized loan is far more attractive than the 
federal income tax "energy" credits. With
out the incentive of the subsidized pro
gram, many improvements that could be 
justified at commercial rates would not 
be built. 
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by Chuck Gentry 

Solar-Powered Signals 
at Remote Railroad Crossings 

Can solar power solve energy prob

lems in remote areas? At least for special 
applications it can, according to a re
cently completed demonstration project 

funded by the Federal Highway Admin

istration under the Highway Planning and 
Research Program and administered by 

the Department of Transportation and 
Public Facilities (DOTPF) Division of 
Planning and Programming, Research 

Section. 

During the fall of 1979 the Alaska 
Railroad, under subcontract to the Alaska 
DOTPF, installed a solar energy system 

for powering flasher signals at the highway
railroad grade crossing at Summit, Alaska, 
located at Milepost 170.91 on the Parks 
Highway, latitude 63° 20' North. This 
solar energy demonstration project was 
designed as an alternative method for ac
tivating electric flasher signals at crossings 

in remote locations where line power is 
not available and existing energy systems 

are expensive to install, maintain and 

replace. 
The existing energy source at the 

Summit crossing in 1979 consisted 

of dry cell 12-volt DC battery packages 

which required replacement after their 
normal life cycle of two to three years. 

Under this project the dry cell batteries 
were replaced by a reserve bank of 18 wet 
cell batteries and 9 photovoltaic panels 
which generate electrical current for 

charging the batteries. 

THESOLARENERGYSYSTEM 

A schematic drawing of the solar energy 
system for powering the signal flashers and 

bell is shown in Figure 1. The system con
sists of the following major components: 

• 9 Solar Power Corporation M12

03361 Solar Modules 

• 2 Solar Power Corporation BVR-12 

Volt Regulators 

• 18 C&D Company Model KCPSA 

Batteries 

The photovoltaic panels are placed in 
two arrays, one with four modules con

nected in parallel, the other with five. 
The four-module array is approximately 

4 x 6 feet and the five-module array is 
approximately 4 x 7.5 feet. Total area of 
the photovoltaic panels is approximately 
54 square feet. The arrays are mounted 
approximately 20 feet above ground. 

The collectors generate an electrical 

current which, through the voltage 
regulators, provides a trickle charge 
to the bank of 18 rechargeable wet 
cell batteries that serve as the energy 

source for the flasher signals and bell. 
These shallow-discharge batteries have 
been designed especially for solar appli

cations and for cold temperatures. In full 

sun I ight the system generates 234 watts, 

and the signal draws 182 watts when 
operating. From May through Sep-

Chuck Gentry has been a research engineer for the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities since 1969. He is 
currently working on highway systems research. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the solar-powered warning system at the intersection 
of the Parks Highway and Alaska Railroad, Summit, Alaska. 

tember approximately 120 trains a month 
cross the highway, activating the signals 
for an average of two minutes each cross
ing, for a total demand of 728 watt-hours 
per month. The battery bank is charged 
to full capacity during this time. Excess 
energy is dissipated at the voltage regula
tors through a load resistor as heat. 

Data furnished by the Alaska Rail
road indicates that the battery bank 
drops below its maximum capacity for 
storing energy during October due to 
decreased solar energy levels from short
ening daylight periods and a declining sun 
angle. As may be expected, this condition 
continues from October through the 
month of March. During the mid-winter 
months of December, January and 
February, the batteries are at their lowest 
level of reserve energy. The Alaska Rail
road indicates that this time of lowest 
energy reserve coincides with a low 
volume of traffic, averaging 60 trains 
per month. Three winters of operation 
have shown that the energy reserve of the 
system is fully adequate to serve the 
energy demand during winter months. 

During January the energy reserve in 
the battery bank is at the lowest point for 
the year, but even so, the energy demand 
during January is approximately 5% of the 
available reserve. This seems to indicate 

an energy reserve far in excess of the re
quirements; however, the measured spe
cific gravity of the electrolyte in the bat
teries falls to 1.265 during January. This 
condition maintains freeze protection for 
the batteries to approximately -76°F. If 
the energy demand were to cause the spe
cific gravity to fall to 1.250, the batteries 
would be susceptible to freezing at -58°F. 
Thus, the apparent excess energy reserve 
does not exist if freeze protection is con
sidered. 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

A cost analysis using an estimated life 
cycle of 21 years (from 1979 to 2000) 
was calculated for the solar system. Instal
lation and materials costs include $8,000 
for the solar arrays and battery bank, 
$500 for the mounting structure and 
$2,000 for labor, totalling $10,500. The 
installation and materials cost for the 
disposable dry cell battery system is 
$7,500. The useful life of the disposable 
batteries is limited to three years, so long
term costs for this system are higher. It is 
estimated that at the end of 21 years, the 
disposable battery bank costs would 
amount to $135,718, compared to an es

timated cost of $77,703 for the solar 
system, resulting in an estimated net 
savings of $58,015. (Cost projections 

for the solar system are based on present 
value, assuming a 10% annual rate of 
return in investment. Cost projections for 
the dry cell system are based on a three
year I ife cycle and an inflation rate of 7% 
per year.) 

A report by Zarling and Miller1 indi
cates a cost of $23 per watt for energy 
from a similar solar system installed 
at Fairbanks, Alaska, during 1981. The 
report also quotes U.S. Government 
predictions that the cost per watt of 
photovoltaic cells will drop from the 
1981 price of $13 per watt to less than 
$1 per watt by 1986. 

The solar arrays and battery bank for 
this system cost $34 per watt. This indi
cates a possible reduction in cost of $11 
per watt from 1979 to 1981. The differ
ence indicates that this system may have 
cost 32% less had it been installed at 1981 
prices. 

USER COMMENTS 

Mr. Dan Lemal, Alaska Railroad Com
munications Superintendent, reports that 
the solar energy system has not suffered 
any vandalism damage through the past 
three years, and it has not required any 
maintenance other than the normal in
spections that are made of all highway
railroad crossing signals. The costs of in
spection would be approximately equal 
for the solar system and the dry cell system 
so they have not been included in the 
cost analysis. 

The Alaska Railroad has installed 
similar solar energy systems at three 
additional remote locations to furnish 
energy for signals at highway-railroad 
crossings and at three microwave repeater 
locations as a part of its communication 
system. Railroad personnel report satis
factory operation for all six of these 
installations. 

The solar energy system described in 
this article should be considered as a cost
effective, viable alternative to providing 
energy at remote locations. 
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by Michael J. Economides, Russell D. Ostermann and Bertrand Theuveny 

The Production of Calciu 
Acetates As Alternativ 

INTRODUCTION 

Road and airport runway de-icing are serious problems in the 
north. Sodium and calcium chlorides have been used success
fully for many years as de-icing agents. Adverse environmental 
effects and corrosion problems associated with chloride salts 
have prompted a search for alternative, cost-effective, de-icing 
agents. 1·4 

A report entitled "Alternate Highway De-Icing Chemicals," 
from the Bjorksten Research Laboratories, Inc. ( 1981), review

ed the de-icing characteristics of various compounds. Two can
didates were selected which proved economical, and more 
important, less corrosive than NaCI. 

The first, methanol, was found to be "less persistent" due 
to its low flash point. The second, a mixture of calcium and 
magnesium acetate (CMA) was found to exhibit superior de
icing characteristics at a competitive price. In contrast to NaCI, 
CMA is a corrosion inhibitor, is beneficial to most soils, and 
has no potential for harming drinking supplies. Hence, CMA 
does not exhibit many of the "extended costs" associated with 
the application of NaCI. 

CMA can be produced by the simple dissolution of naturally 
occurring carbonates in acetic acid. These carbonates are read
ily available in the form of native limestones and dolomite. We 
have discovered that, for economic and technical reasons, the 

production of calcium acetate (CA) alone is preferred. This 
subject is dealt with later in this article. 

REACTION KINETICS RESULTS 

Calcium acetate is formed by the dissolution of calcium 
carbonate in an acetic acid solution. Water and carbon dioxide 
are byproducts. The stoichiometric equation is: 

CaC0 + 2CH COOH _.. Ca(CH3C00) 2 + H20 + C023 3
(100g) (120g) (158g) (18g) (44g) 

The reaction is slightly exothermic (l~Hr = -4.6 kcal/gmol). The 
solubility limit of CaAc (calcium acetate) is 28% by weight. 
Hence, if a saturated solution of CaAc is desired, a simple mate
rial balance indicates a water requirement of 338 g H20/1 00 g 
Caco3. 

A series of experiments was undertaken to define the 
process kinetics and ultimate degree of completion as functions 
of the reaction temperature, reactant concentrations, and par
ticle size for calcium carbonate. Alaskan limestone, delivered 
from a quarry near Livengood, Alaska, and acetic acid were 
used as reactants. 

The reaction behavior of limestone and acetic acid is reported 
in Figure 1. Reactions were conducted in a simple stirred tank 
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engineering (University of California, Berkeley, and Stanford University). He has industrial experience as a process chemical engineer 
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and Magnesium 

De-Icing Agents 


reactor. For a given residence time, as long as enough water 
was present to provide an unsaturated solution of calcium ace· 
tate at the conclusion of the reaction, the water to limestone 
ratio did not influence the reaction results. However, this min· 
imum ratio of 4 to 1 on a mass basis proved inhibiting at high 
acetic acid excess. This result is to be expected since the reaction 
is based on the dissociation of acetic acid. An insufficient 
amount of water results in inadequate dissociation of acetic 
acid. 
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Figure 1. Reaction behavior of limestone and acetic acid: 
Percent completion vs. excess of acid at various residence 
times and with varying water content. 

Since various water to limestone ratios above 5:1 did not 
exhibit any discernible difference in the reaction completion 
rate, the entire subsequent set of experiments was done at a 
5:1 weight ratio of water to limestone (for brevity, not all re· 
suits are plotted on Figure 1 ). 

A significant conclusion can be drawn from the above: The 
acetic acid does not have to be highly refined. Industrial grade 

acetic acid (95% purity). which is substantially less expensive 
than reagent grade, can be used since it will have to be diluted 
to 50% in any event. 

The use of 50% acetic acid may allow an additional cost 
savings. Liquid phase oxidation (LPO) and methanol carbonyl
ation are common methods of acetic acid production which 
could be implemented in Alaska. Both of these processes pro
duce acid at approximately a 50% concentration. One of the 
major factors in the cost of high-purity acetic acid is the cost 
of purification. Since the CMA process could make use of 50% 
acetic acid, the purification process and its cost could be elim
inated. 

Methanol carbonylation is especially attractive since several 
industrial concerns are contemplating methanol production in 
the state. The supply of carbonate for the acetate process seems 
assured; the state houses large deposits of limestone and 
dolomite. 

Figures 2 through 5 present a comprehensive picture of the 
reaction results. The experiments were designed to gauge the 
effects of excess acid, reaction temperature and limestone 
particle sizes on the degree of completion of the reaction. The 
results are for batch reactions with a three hour residence time. 

The amount of excess acetic acid did not augment the 
reaction completion significantly. Hence, acid consumption 
can be held at a manageable level. 

Neutralization of acetic acid by NaOH can be considered. 
However, a further economic evaluation may point toward an 
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Figure 2. Reaction performance for limestone and no 
excess acetic acid. 
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Figure 3. Reaction performance for limestone and 20% 
excess acetic acid. 
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Figure 4. Reaction performance for limestone and 50% 
excess acetic acid. 
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associated acid recovery unit. An extraction step using an 
appropriate solvent, followed by a distillation step, would 
suffice. 

The effect of temperature is significant. An increase in 
reaction temperature from 20°C to 60°C results in an increase 
in the completion of over 20%. A similar effect was observed 
with the use of more finely ground limestone. (The "first" and 
"second" crushing that appear in Figures 2 through 5 refer to 
two consecutive outputs of a commercially available rock 
crusher.) Both of the last two findings will have an effect on 
the economic optimization of the plant design. The beneficial 
effect on the completion must be balanced against operating 
and energy costs. Finally, the residence time in the reactor is 
significant. A 20% increase in the reaction completion was ob
served when a reaction time of 24 hours was used instead of 
three hours. 

PROCESS DESIGN AND ECONOMICS 

For a simple reaction process such as that producing CMA, 
capital costs do not contribute a large proportion of the required 
selling price of the product. Rather, it is the operating cost and, 
more specifically, the raw materials costs which are controlling. 
At moderate capacities any errors or omissions in the plant 
capital cost estimation do not alter the selling price significantly. 
Thus, it is possible to obtain a reasonably reliable estimate of 
selling price based on only a process design. 

Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the preliminary process 
design envisioned for CMA production. Raw limestone is first 
crushed in two stages to particles of 1/8" to 1" diameter. The 
crushed limestone is then mixed with acetic acid and water in 
a continuously stirred tank reactor. The reactor is sized for a 
three-hour mean residence time and is heated to 70°C by an 
external steam-heating jacket. The reaction product, consisting 
of a mixture of unspent acetic acid, unreacted limestone and 
inert materials, is then passed through a filtration unit. In the 
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Figure 5. Reaction performance for limestone and 100% 
excess acetic acid. 
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The filtrate containing the 
product acetates is then 

sent to a neutralizer reac
tor where excess acetic 

acid is neutralized by the 
addition of sodium hy
droxide. The resulting ace

tate solution is checked 
for appropriate pH value 
and sent to a liquid 

product storage tank. With 
an optional process addi

tion, it would be possible 

to evaporate the liquid 

product to produce a 
solid calcium or magnesium 
acetate product. 
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Figure 6. Block diagram of conceptual process design. 

per ton of solid in solution 

to allow comparison with 

current prices of sodium 
chloride and calcium chlo

ride. 
Figures 7 and 8 indicate 

that the cost of acetic 
acid is the single most im
portant factor in the sell
ing price of CMA. If 
acetic acid must be shipped 

to Alaska from Texas, for 

example, at a cost of over 

$2.50 per gallon, the price 

of CMA will be more than 

$500 per ton of solid in 

solution. However, acetic 

On the basis of this design, we have completed an economic 

analysis of the proposed CMA plant. It should be emphasized 
that this analysis represents a best-case scenario, with contin

uous plant operation and minimal storage facilities. 

Figure 7 shows the required selling price as a function 

of acetic acid cost for a 10,000 gallon per day (GPO) plant 
and a 50,000 GPO plant. It is apparent that there is some 

economy of scale, but the final plant size will most likely 
be dictated by market considerations. Finally, Figure 8 pre
sents the selling price for CMA as a function of production 
rate alone with a fixed cost for acetic acid ($1.25/ gallon). 
It is obvious that a minimum plant capacity of about 12,000 
GPO is dictated by the economics. Little additional economy 
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Figure 7. Required selling price of CMA for various acetic acid 
prices. 

acid is normally shipped and delivered in purities in excess of 

90%. Since in our process acetic acid is diluted with water to 
roughly 50%, it does not make sense to pay an additional pre
mium for high-purity acetic acid. In fact, one of the major costs 

of producing acetic acid is the purification stage taking the 

acid from 50% to purities of more than 90%. Hence, if a pro

duction facility for acetic acid were located in or near Alaska, 
it should be possible to purchase dilute acetic acid at a consid

erable savings, perhaps at a cost as low as $1 per gallon. 

Even if imported acetic acid is used, the price of $500 per 

ton of solid CMA may not be excessive. CMA is not corrosive 
as are calcium and sodium chlorides, so there is an inherent 

cost advantage in using CMA as opposed to chloride salts. 
Therefore, while CMA may cost more in the initial stage of ap

plication, it may save a great deal in maintenance costs. In 
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Figure 8. The effect of plant size on the CMA price ($1.25/ 
gallon acid). 
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addition, since airports cannot use chloride salts for runway 

de-icing, but must now rely on more expensive methanol or 

urea, CMA may have a particular cost advantage. 

FREEZING AND EUTECTIC EXPERIMENTS 

There are two objectives in this series of experiments: 
(1) determination of eutectic relationships for various solutions 

of salts; and (2) evaluation of the de-icing performance of the 
salts under varying atmospheric conditions. 

The eutectic diagrams are the result of measurements 
gathered in the laboratory. A cold testing chamber was used 

to evaluate freezing properties over a wide range of ambient 
temperatures (0°C to -75°C). A comprehensive laboratory 
study involved the use of different de-icing salts (CaAc, 

MgAc, NaCI and CMA) at several concentrations. The results 
seen in the accompanying figures represent the average read

ings gathered over three test runs. The best de-icing agent 

is a concentrated solution (27% by weight) of MgAc. At 

the lowest temperature tested (-75°C), the solution gelled, but 
did not freeze. 

Figure 9 shows the eutectic behavior of sodium chloride 
solutions. The saturation point for NaCI is 26% by weight. 

Figures 10 and 11 show the eutectic characteristics of CaAc 

and MgAc respectively. The upper limit (saturation point) for 

CaAc was 28%, while that for MgAc was somewhat lower. While 

CaAc did not prove more effective than NaCI, MgAc was 

decidedly more effective, with a eutectic point depression of 
75°C. Hence, a mixture of calcium-magnesium acetate (CMA) 

with a high concentration of MgAc should be the most effec
tive de-icer. A 25% solution of CMA with 70-80% MgAc 

would be sufficient for the most severe climatic conditions, as 
is shown in Figure 12. 

The findings of our freezing experiments, in addition to 
corroborating the de-icing performance of the acetate com
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Figure 9. The freezing temperature of NaCI solutions as deter
mined by experiment. 

pounds, have also pointed out a major conclusion. Since the 

best dolomite deposits in the state contain less than 50% mag

nesium carbonate, the limit of the CaAc/MgAc ratio is de facto 
determined. 

A re-examination of the findings shown in Figure 12 lead to 

the observation that a 50% MgAc/50% CaAc CMA solution is 

not any more effective than a pure calcium acetate solution. 

For example, a 20% CMA solution containing 50% MgAc has a 
freezing point of -29°C (Fig. 12) while a pure solution of CaAc 
has a freezing point of -26°C (Fig. 10). 

Since the use of dolomite containing lower concentrations 
of magnesium carbonate results in a solution which is no more 
effective than calcium acetate derived from abundant lime

stones, and since dolomite is more expensive than limestone, it 
can be concluded that calcium acetate would be the most eco
nomic product for the process. To avoid confusion, we contin

ue to use the nomenclature CMA throughout this article. How
ever, it should be realized that we refer to a calcium acetate 
solution containing only small amounts of magnesium acetate. 

A FUNDAMENTAL STUDY OF FREEZING POINT 
DEPRESSION IN AQUEOUS Ca(02CCH l AND 
Mg(02CcH 312 SOLUTION 

3 2 

The Debye-Huckel theory provides a satisfactory interpreta

tion of freezing goint depression in dilute aqueous solution. 

Brown and Prue • Christoffersen and Prue6 and Prue et al. 7 

have demonstrated the applicability of the Debye-Huckel 
theory in dilute solutions of sodium, potassium, magnesium 

and calcium ions with a variety of anions. While the thermody

namic properties of dilute aqueous solutions are well established, 
there is little in the literature for concentrated solutions. The 

above studies dealt with molarities of less than 0.1, far below 

the saturations contemplated in this work. 
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Figure 10. Eutectic diagram of CaAc solutions. 
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Figure 11. Eutectic diagram of MgAc solutions. 

At sufficiently high dilutions, the interactions between ions 
in solution are purely coulombic, and the osmotic and activity 
coefficients are determined by the charge type alone. At higher 
molalities, specific effects become marked and eventually be
come dominant. Various explanations of these phenomena 
have been offered in the context of activity coefficients. 8•9 

The freezing point depression toT f can be obtained from the 
relationship: 

(1) 

first introduced by Guggenheim and Prue, 10 where, for aqueous 
solutions, b=4.8x1o·4 °K"1 and/... is the cryoscopic constant, 
equal to 1.860 °K/mole-kg. I:m is equal to 2m for symmetrical 
electrolytes (such as NaCI, CuS04 and Nao2ccH3 ) and 3m 
for asymmetrical electrolytes, such as CaCI 2, Ca(02CCH3 )2 
and Mg(02CcH ) . The molality, m, is defined as the number3 2
of moles per 1000 g of solvent. 

The osmotic coefficient, rf>, is given by the equation: 

(2) 

where A is the Debye-Huckel constant (1.124 kg'hmole-'h), z+ 

and z- are the charge numbers of the ions, I is the ionic strength, 

and a is a function describing the ionic interaction within a 

solution. Values of the function a can be obtained from: 


1a(y) =;! (1+y- - - 21n(1+y)) (3)
y3 1+y 

The ionic strength I is related to the ionic activity coefficient by: 

azrvi 
-logf.= --- (4) 

1 1+~'YV1 
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Figure 12. Eutectic characteristics of various composi
tions of CMA solutions. 

where f. is the activity coefficient, a and ~ are parameters
I 

varying with temperature and the dielectric constant, and 'Y 
is the ion-size parameter, or effective ionic radius. 

The ionic strength can be estimated from the summation of 
the product molarity times ionic charge squared for all ionic 
species present in the solution, i.e.: 

2 2I= 0 5 (c z + c z + + c.z. 2 ) (5). I I 2 2 ... I I 

We have taken this relationship one step further. Since c is the 
molarity, defined as number of moles per 1000 cc of solution, 
a simple relationship between molality and molarity can be 

written: 

(6) 

Further, for a single electrolyte, we can write: 

(7) 

as a necessary condition of neutrality, or 

mz 
m =--1_1 (8)

2 z
2 

Introduction of equations (6) and (8) in (5) for a single 

electrolyte yields: 
2z z z 

1 2 (9)I=m1Psolution(-}+ 2 ) 

We label the expression within the parentheses the Ionic 
Strength Indicator (lSI) which is a characteristic parameter of 
single-electrolyte aqueous solutions. For two monovalent ions, 
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the value is equal to 1, for a monovalent/bivalent combination 
it is 3, and for two bivalent ions the lSI is equal to 4. 

Example Calculation 

Calculate the freezing point depression of a 28% (by weight) 
aqueous solution of NaCI. 

The molality, m, can be obtained by dividing the weight of 
sodium chloride in 1000 g of solvent by the MW of NaCI. 

280x1000 
m = (~0) I 58.5 = 6.6 

The ionic strength, I, can be calculated using p = 1.323 g/cc 
(the measured density of 28% NaCI solution) and lSI= 1. 

I=6.6x1.323x1=8.73 and Iy,=2.95 

Then, a(ly,) = . 179 

The osmotic coefficient may then be evaluated: 

rp= 1- tx 1.124 X (1x1) X 2.95 X .179= .802 

and finally (ignoring b.6.Tf) 

.6.Tf = 2 X 6.6 X 1.860 X .802 = 21°K or °C 

The predicted freezing point depression for a 28% NaCI 
solution is 21 °C below the freezing point of water. 

The Debye·Huckel theory has been applied to CMA 
solutions. Table 1 presents the predicted results. The theoret· 

ical freezing points lag behind the experimental by approxi· 

mately 10°C. Apparently, certain special activity coefficients 
are in effect here. However, the slight differences observed 
among the experimental results of the freezing points of the 

three compounds were observed in the fundamental prediction 
as well, i.e., the order of de-icing effectiveness was MgAc, NaCI 

and CaAc. A combination of the Debye·Huckel theory and our 
experimental results can be extended to other similar salts in 
I ike concentration ranges to provide a good prediction of their 
de-icing characteristics. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This work resulted in a number of original findings. A reac· 
tion scheme involving acetic acid and native limestone has re· 
suited in a good yield of calcium acetate. While dolomites were 
equally effective, the calcium-magnesium acetate mixture that 
was produced did not exhibit a better de-icing performance 
than that of calcium acetate. Hence, in view of the scope of this 
work, only the reaction of limestone (CaC0 ) with acetic acid 3
can be considered as a viable means to produce an acetate de
icing agent. 

A process design and economic evaluation was presented. 
The price of CMA varied from $590/ton for a 1 0,000 gallon 
per day plant at $2.50 per gallon of acetic acid, to $290/ton 
for a 50,000 gallon per day plant at $1.25 per gallon of acetic 
acid. These prices are within the ranges of prices for present 
de-icing compounds. The immense secondary costs associated 
with the use of chloride salts make the acetates even more 
attractive. 

TABLE 1 

Predicted Freezing Point Depression 


Using the Debye-Huckel Theory 


NaCI CaAc MgAc 


%w L'Tf(oC) %w L'.Tf(oC) %w L'.Tf(oC) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 2.9 5 2.8 5 3.1 

10 6.1 10 5.8 10 6.4 
15 9.7 15 9.2 15 10.2 
20 13.8 20 13.2 20 14.7 
25 18.5 25 17.8 25 19.9 

Finally, the de-icing and eutectic characteristics of the ace
tates have been experimentally determined and fundamentally 
justified using the Debye-Huckel theory. 
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by Timothy Tilsworth and Paul L. Bateman 

CHANGES IN CHENA RIVER WATER QUALITY 

Surprise! Sewage treatment works 


Outfalls in the old days: heated water pours into the Chena at the Municipal Utilities 
System (photo circa 1970 by Ernst Mueller). 

INTRODUCTION 

The community of Fairbanks, Alaska, 
has experienced wide fluctuations in 
population since the gold rush days of 

the late 1800s and early 1900s. Early 
settlers sited the community near the 
Chena River because of river boat travel 
limitations and because of their need for 
abundant, good quality water. Subsequent 

human activities affected the stream 
water quality. This report contains an 
analysis of later impacts imposed on the 
Chena River and their effects on the river 

water quality. 
Fairbanks is the largest community in 

interior Alaska and the second largest city 
in the state. It is located at 64°50'45" N 

latitude and 147°43'15" W longitude with 

an elevation of 131 meters (430 feet) 
above sea level. The 1980 census gave the 
community population as 22,6451 and 
the surrounding urbanized area is esti· 

mated to contain an additional 30,000 
people. The settled area is located in the 

Tanana Valley floodplain; hills rise 152 to 
213 meters (500 to 700 feet) above the 

floodplain to the west, north and east, 
and the Tanana River lies to the south. 

STUDY AREA 

The Chena River basin has two distinct 
segments: an upper area of approximately 
120 miles that is virtually unaffected_by 

man, and a lower area of approximately 
30 miles that has been grossly affected by 
man's activities. 2 

The Chena River flows within a 
1980 square mile sub-basin of the Tanana 
River (Fig. 1 ). The river follows a meander· 
ing course some 150+ miles in a south
westerly direction, discharging into the 
Tanana River a few miles southwest of 
Fairbanks. The Chena basin is approxi· 
mately 120 miles long and 50 miles across 
at its widest. The river is a clearwater 
stream fed by several tributaries and 

numerous small creeks and springs. 
Several of the groundwater sources are 

Timothy Tilsworth is an associate professor ofenvironmental quality engineering and civil engineering at the University ofAlaska, 
Fairbanks. Dr. Tilsworth is a registered civil engineer. Paul L. Bateman is an environmental field officer with the Alaska Department 
of Environmental Conservation. A portion of this study was conducted as part of his requirements for an MS. degree in environ
mental quality science, which he received from UAF in 1982. 
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Figure 1. Chena River drainage basin. 

quite warm, as exemplified by Chena 
Hot Springs at 160°F.3 Elevations in 
the basin range from over 4000 feet at 
the headwaters to approximately 430 
feet mean sea level at the mouth. 4 The 
U.S. Geological Survey 5 reported the 
30-year average annual discharge ( 1949

1978) to be 1425 cubic feet per second 
(cfs). Extremes are reported as a high of 
74,400 cfs on August 15, 1967 and a 
mean monthly low of 120 cfs for February 
1953 and March 1958.5 

Climatically, the basin is characterized 
by long, cold, dry winters and warm sum

mers. The average annual temperature for 
the area is -3.5°C (26°F) with extremes 
ranging from a maximum of +37.2°C 
(99°F) to a minimum of -54.4°C (-66°F). 
Annual precipitation averages 30 centi
meters (12 inches). about half of which 
occurs as snowfall (168 centimeters or 
66 inches). The soil system in the pop
ulated area is underlain with discontinuous 
permafrost.4• 6• 7• 8 Winds average four 
to six miles per hour, predominantly 
from the north in winter and from the 

7southwest in summer. 

HISTORY OF IMPACTS 

Fairbanks was founded on the banks 
of the Chena River in 1901, following the 

0 5 10 15 20 

SCALE IN MILES 

establishment of a camp and trading post 
by Captain E.T. Barnette. The following 
year Felix Pedro discovered gold in the 
area. By 1910 the population had in
creased to over 10,000 but dropped to 
around 2000 by 1920 as the most easily 
mined gold deposits were exhausted. 
During the 1930s large gold dredges were 
operating in the area, expanding gold 
production and supporting a slow growth 
in the population. Gold mining was cur
tailed by the federal government during 
World War II but overall growth of the 
Fairbanks community was maintained 
through the 1950s by construction of 
major military installations and other 
government-sponsored construction pro
jects. 9 

Fairbanks' first sewage treatment 
plant was constructed in 1963. Although 
a sewer system existed prior to this, it 
merely collected wastes and discharged 
them to the Chena at a point downstream 
of the city power plant and water supply 
wells. 10 By 1970 the Fairbanks area con
tained approximately 50,000 persons with 
some 29,000 residing in the metropolitan 
area. Wastewater from approximately 
25,000 of these persons was being dis
charged to the Chena River through four 
area sewage treatment plants. Of these, 
only the College Uti I ities Corporation 

25 

plant was designed to provide secondary 
11wastewater treatment. 

In 1971 Fairbanks voters approved a 
sewage facilities bond, and by mid-1976, 
a new Fairbanks wastewater treatment 
system was on line, with secondary treated 
sewage effluent being discharged to the 
Tanana River, a more capable receiving en
vironment. 11 Residents previously served 
by the old Fairbanks plant and the two 
plants on Fort Wainwright were con
nected to the new area-wide facility, 
thus eliminating three of the wastewater 
discharges to the Chena. The College 
Utilities plant continued to discharge 
secondary treated wastes into the Chena 
until the summer of 1981, when it was 
finally connected to the Fairbanks 
Municipal Uti I ities System treatment 
plant. 

The City of Fairbanks maintained and 
operated the primary wastewater treat
ment plant until July of 1976. The new 
secondary treatment facility was a direct 
result of the requirements of Public Law 
92-500 (Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act Amendments), the Alaska Water 
Ouality Standards, and the Alaska Depart
ment of Environmental Conservation 
(ADEC). The Alaska Department of 
Environmental Conservation required that 
sewage discharges be eliminated from the 
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Chena River and future discharges be 
directed to the Tanana River_9, 12, 13 

The new treatment plant was designed 
for a 1990 population of 43,500 and a 
sewage generation rate of 265 liters (70 
gallons) per capita per day. The plant was 
to serve Fairbanks and the surrounding 
community including College Utilities, 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks lnterna· 
tional Airport, and Fort Wainwright. The 
plant capacity was designed for eight 
million gallons per day (MGD), including 
sanitary sewage and infiltration. The 
sewage effluent was to be discharged to 
the Tanana River three miles south of 
Fairbanks where the estimated low winter 
river flow of 85,000 liters per second 
(3000 cubic feet per second) would pro
vide a dilution ratio of 317 to 1. If the 
design flow of winter sewage discharge 
(6.15 MGD = 9.5 cfs) had been released to 
the Chen a River at low flow conditions 
(120 cfs), the dilution ratio would have 
been only about 13 to 1 - significantly 
less than the Tanana. The 1972 esti
mated cost of the treatment plant was 
$6,327,000 but by the time the plant 
was completed in 1976, this had escalated 
to $16,906,768 due to design changes 
and inflation. Total cost of the plant and 
interceptors was $24,134,950. Costs were 
shared by the City, the State of Alaska, 
the U.S. Army, and the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency (USEPA). 14 

WATER QUALITY STUDIES 

Several investigations of water quality 
in the Chena River have been conducted 

3 15 16 17during the past three decades. 2• • • •
The Alaska Department of Environmental 
Conservation continued to monitor water 
quality changes through the 1970s and 
1980s. A modest sampling program 
was conducted by ADEC during 1977
1978. 18 Results of these investigations 
made possible an analysis of water qual
ity conditions before and after the con
struction and operation of the new 
Fairbanks wastewater treatment facility. 
The discussion which follows concerns 
itself primarily with the "lower" (last 
30 miles) Chena River with the objec
tive of assessing water quality changes 
resulting from the reduction of pollution 
sources; i.e., the cessation of sewage dis
charges from the City and Fort Wain
wright. The 1977-1978 sample sites were 
as designated in Figure 2. 

Sample sites were selected to reflect 
potential pollution sources as well as for 
ease of access. Site F was located at 
approximately river mile 28.7, above any 
major pollution sources. Site E was at 
river mile 27.5, about one-half mile 
below the confluence with the Little 
Chena River to reveal any pollution from 
that drainage. Site D was at river mile 19, 
below the confluence with Chena Slough. 

-~ FORT WAINWRIGHT 
1 NORTH POWER PLANT 
I 

Site C was located at approximately river 
mile 11 to show any impacts from Fort 
Wainwright. Site B was at river mile 6.2, 
just below the mouth of Noyes Slough. 
Site A was at river mile 4.5, to measure 
the impacts from the College Utilities 
Corporation sewage treatment plant dis
charge, the last major point-source of 
pollutants on the river. The lower Chena 
is presently designated as suitable water 
quality for all uses except drinking. 12 

A large number of water quality 
parameters were selected for compari
son, including dissolved oxygen (D.O.), 
temperature, conductivity, chemical oxy
gen demand (COD), phosphates, coli
forms, turbidity, flow, total filterable 
residue (TF R), total nonfilterable residue 
(TN F R) and nitrogen. These parameters 
were chosen because of their significance 
to water quality impact, their designation 
in the Alaska Water Quality Standards, 
and their usefulness in serving as indicators 
of changes in water quality over extended 
periods. Although several of these param
eters are briefly discussed, a thorough 
description of each is beyond the scope 
of this article. Several reference~rovide 
more detailed information. 18, 19, 

The following discussion emphasizes 
the water quality information obtained 
during 1977-1978 and compares it 
against similar information from 1951
1952, 1967-1968, and other studies 

~ 

SITE E t 

SITE F 

I FORT WAINWRIGHT 
II MILITARY RESERVATION 
I 
I NUMBERS ARE APPROXIMATE RIVER MILES I 

ABOVE THE CONFLUENCE OF THE CHENA 
RIVER AND TANANA RIVER 

Figure 2. The lower Chena River and locations of the outfalls and sampling stations. 
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TABLE 1 


CRENA RIVER WATER QUALITY DATA, 1977-1978 


6/6/77 7/26/77 8/29/77 9/27/77 I0/3I/77 I2/5/77 I/I6/78 2/6/78 3/6/78 4/3/78 4/28!78 5/I6/78 5/22/78 7 /I 7/78 

SITE A - MILE 4. 5 

Air Temp. (°C) 
H 20 Temp. ( 0 

C) 

Flow (efs) 
Cond. (,Llrnhos/em) 
DO(mgm 
TNFR (mg/1) 
TFR(mgro 
Turbidity (NTU) 
0. Phos. (mg/1) 
T. Phos. (mg/1) 
COD(mgm 
Tot. Coli./IOO ml 
Fee. Coli/IOO ml 

11 
2I60 
I53 
a5 
I07 
I3 

5 
0.08 
O.I8 

8 

25 
I8 

I550 
325 
IQ4 

70 
I5 

936 

IO 
I04 

3 
O.OI 
0.02 

I6 
IOO 

28 

4780 

9I 
I03 

36 

* 
* 

36 

-IO 
0 

700 
345 

4 
I2I 

3 
O.OI 
0.02 

6 
82 
I5 

-28 
0 

545 
I20 
4.4 

3 
I60 

4 

9 
I4 

8 

0 
230 
345 

I4 
I64 

7 

I4 
80 
IO 

220 

<I 
I5I 

6 

I4 
I3 
79 

2IO 

5.5 
3 

I93 
5 

7 
TNTC 

34 

2 
0 

200 
460 
6.5 

3 
I34 

8 
<o.oi 

o.o2 
I3 

I03 
I3 

I4 
2 

I500 
260 

I2.6 
I2 

IOI 
5 

<o.oi 
<o.oi 

27 
t 

8 

I3 
9 

I580 
290 

IO.O 
I4 

IOI 
4 

<o.oi 
<o.oi 

I6 
76 
I3 

IO 
I270 
3I5 
Il.O 

8 
92 

3 

I6 
t 
68 

23 
I5 

I480 
280 
9.5 

7 
I03 

4 
0.02 
O.I3 

9 

t 
69 

SITE B  MILE 6. 2 

Air Temp. (°C) 
H 

2
0 Temp. (°C) 

Flow (efs) 
Cond. (,Llrnhos/em) 
DO (mg/1) 
TNFR (mg/1) 
TFR (mg/1) 
Turbidity (NTU) 
0. Phos. (mg/1) 
T. Phos. (mg/1) 
COD (mg/1) 
Tot. Coli./IOO ml 
Fee. Coli./IOO ml 

IO 
2I60 
I53 
9.6 

112 
ND 

4 

67 

24 
I7 

I550 
325 
I1.4 

20 
30 

936 

4 
112 

3 

20 
IOO 

I8 

4780 

I11 
I05 

28 

* 
* 

40 

-20 
0 

700 
335 

4 
I20 

2 
<o.oi 

0.06 
7 

34 
2 

-28 
0 

545 
I70 
4.7 

2 
IOI 

5 

IO 
2I 

4 

0 
230 
400 

6 
I69 

7 

IO 
2I 

3 

220 

ND 
I65 

6 

I3 
54 
48 

2IO 

5.0 
2 

I86 
5 

8 
90 
20 

2 
0 

200 
450 
6.4 

3 
I3I 

6 
<o.oi 

O.OI 
9 

80 
7 

I3 
I 

I500 
265 

I2.4 
IO 

IOI 
7 

o.oi 
O.OI 

28 
t 

2 

I3 
8 

I580 
290 

I0.4 
11 
92 

3 
<o.oi 
<o.oi 

9 
38 

6 

IO 
I270 
3I5 
I0.8 

6 
110 

3 

I6 
27 

2 

22 
I5 

I480 
280 
9.6 

5 
112 

5 
O.OI 
0.11 

5 
TNTC 

I25 

SITE C  MILE 11 

Air Temp. (°C) 
H 

2
0 Temp. (°C) 

Flow (efs) 
C0 nd. (,Llrnhos/em) 
DO (mg/1) 
TNFR (mg/1) 
TFR(mgm 
Turbidity (NTU) 
0. Phos. (mg/1) 
T. Phos. (mg/1) 
COD(mgro 
Tot. Coli./IOO ml 
Fee. Coli./IOO ml 

IO 
2I60 

I 50 
9. 7 

I05 
ND 

4 

I2 

23 
I6 

I550 
3 20 
Il. 5 

I5 
7 

936 

7 

I06 
2 

4780 

I94 
I04 

47 

* 
* 

70 

-I2 
0 

700 
340 

5 
119 

2 
<o.oi 

0.04 
4 

20 
I 

-29 
0 

545 
365 
3.2 
<I 
IOI 

4 

IO 
7 

<I 

0 
230 
460 

I 
I5I 

7 

IO 
3I 

I 

220 

ND 
I63 

5 

11 
82 
63 

2IO 

2.3 
I 

I6I 
5 

5 
I49 

78 

4 
0 

200 
420 
7.I 

I 
I32 

5 
O.OI 
O.OI 

I4 
87 
3I 

I2 
I 

I500 
260 

I2.5 
I8 
92 

6 
O.OI 
O.OI 

6 
t 
11 

I2 
8 

I580 
270 

I0.2 
I2 
88 

2 
<o.oi 
<o.oi 

6 
5 
I 

IO 
I270 
320 

11.0 
6 

112 
2 

I2 
<I 
<I 

I8 
I4 

I480 
280 
9.2 

7 
119 

4 
O.OI 
O.I5 

I3 
TNTC 

35 

Air Temp. ( 
0 

C) 
0

H 
2
o Temp. ( C) 

Flow (efs) 
Cond. (,Llrnhos/em) 
DO(mgm 
TNFR (mg/1) 
TFR(mgm 
Turbidity (NTU) 
0. Phos. (mg/l) 
T. Phos. (mg/1) 
COD(mgm 
Tot. Coli./IOO ml 
Fee. Coli./IOO ml 

IO 
2I60 
I45 
as 

113 
3 
3 

7 

2I 
I6 

I550 
3IO 
I&2 

20 
4 

936 

7 
98 

2 

I5 
22 
I3 

4780 

I93 
IOO 

50 

58 

* 

-IO 
0 

700 
350 

5 
119 

2 
<o.Ol 

0.05 
5 
8 

7 

SITED- MILE I9 

-29 
0 

545 
360 
3.3 

2 
I29 

4 

9 
I3 

4 

0 
230 
380 

2 
I 58 

6 

IO 
11 
<I 

220 

I 
I49 

5 

I4 
8 

<I 

2IO 

3.0 
2 

I 59 
4 

8 
26 
<t 

2 
0 

200 
395 
4.I 

I 
116 

5 
o.oi 
o.oi 

9 
95 

3 

I2 
I 

I500 
260 

40 
I08 

I3 
<o.oi 
<o.oi 

30 
t 

8 

I3 
8 

I580 
285 
9.3 
I2 
79 

3 
<o.oi 
<o.oi 

I4 
4 
I 

IO 
I270 
300 
I1.2 

6 
I05 

2 

I3 
9 

<I 

22.5 
I5 

I480 
280 
9.I 

7 
I30 

3 
0.02 
O.OI 

I2 
TNTC 

7 

SITE E -MILE 27.5 

Air Temp. (°C) 
H 

2
o Temp. (°C) 

Flow (efs) 
Cond. (,Llrnhos/em) 
DO (mg/1) 
TNFR (mg/1) 
TFR (mg/1) 
Turbidity (NTU) 
O.Phos. (mg/1) 
T. Phos. (mg/1) 
COD(mgro 
Tot. Coli. /IOO ml 
Fee. Coli./IOO ml 

IO 
2I60 
I40 
9. 7 

113 
3 
3 

34 

2I 
I5 

I550 
295 
Il. 8 

IO 
2 

936 

7 
98 

2 

2I 
I9 
I2 

4780 

I93 
IOO 

50 

58 

* 
* 

-I4 
0 

700 
320 

5 
119 

2 

<o.oi 
0.05 

11 
I 

<I 

-29 
0 

545 

4.2 
2 

I29 
4 

0 
230 
320 

2 
I 58 

6 

220 

I 
I49 

5 

2IO 

4.6 
2 

I 59 
4 

ND 
2 
4 

3 
0 

200 
340 
7.5 

I 
116 

5 
o.oi 
o.oi 

9 
<I 
<I 

11 
I 

I500 
260 

40 
I08 

I3 
<o.oi 
<o.oi 

28 
t 

6 

11 
7 

I580 
260 
8.6 
IO 
85 

3 
<o.oi 
<i:>.OI 

I4 
<I 
<I 

9 
I270 

285 
Il.4 

6 
I02 

2 

11 
2 

<I 

22 
I4 

I480 
280 
9.0 

9 
I07 

3 
0.02 
O.IO 

IO 
TNTC 

8 



6/6/77 7/26/77 8/29/77 9/27/77 10/31/77 12/5/77 1/16/78 2/6/78 3/6/78 4/3/78 4/28/78 5/16/78 5/22/78 7/17/78 

SITE F- MILE 28.7 

Air Temp. (°C) 20 -12 -12 3 11 15 28 
H o Temp. ( 0 C) 10 16 0 0 0 0 0 8 10 152
Flow (cfs) 2160 1550 936 4780 700 545 230 220 210 200 1500 1580 1270 1480 
Cond. (Jbnhos/cm) 143 295 320 300 360 260 265 295 280 
DO (mg/1) 9.8 12.6 6.4 6.5 8.3 11.2 11.1 9.0 
TNFR (mg/1) 111 8 142 3 1 3 4 ND 7 53 10 3 1 
TFR (mg/1) 1 95 98 108 118 119 108 119 97 104 94 102 113 
Turbidity (NTU) 2 1 40 <1 2 3 2 1 4 4 2 2 
0. Phos. (mg/1) <o.o1 <o.o1 0.01 <o.o1 <o.o1 
T. Phos. (mg/1) 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.33 0.11 
COD (mg/1) 22 11 48 5 9 8 13 8 22 29 12 28 12 
Tot. Coli./100 ml 25 2 <1 <1 <I 1 I <I t 4 <I TNTC 
Fee. Coli./100 ml 4 1 * <1 <1 <I <I 1 <1 15 <I <1 

- = No data collected t = Heavy coliform and enterobacteria growth 
TNTC = Coliform colonies are too numerous to count TNFR = Total nonfilterable residue 
* = Heavy silt load interference TFR = Total filterable residue 

TABLE 2 

CHENA RIVER WATER QUALITY near downtown Fairbanks from July
AUGUST 1981 

1977 through June 1978. The graphConductivity D.O. H20 Temp. P04 Turbidity N03 COD TFR TNFR Fecal Coliforms 

River mile (Jlmhos/cm) (mg/11 (°CI (mg/1) (NTU) lmg/11 (mg/11 (mg/11 (mg/11 l#/100ml) indicates increasing flow during April 

4.5 IAI 110 10.7 12 0 0.09 30 99 10 and May due to spring thaw and breakup 
11 (C) 165 10.3 12 0 0.13 30 99 6 10 and a pronounced rise in flow during
19 (D) 160 9.8 11 0 0.14 TR 96 12 10 
28.7 (F) 155 12 0.12 93 September 1977 from a localized storm. 9.6 0 TR 10 

Table 1 gives some evidence of increasing 
temperature with downstream distance, 

where available. Although more data is 3 were averages of data from 1951-1952, as would be expected from surface warm

available than presented here, only those 1967-1968, and 1977-1978 taken at ing and human activities. 
parameters found to be most significant river mile 4.5 (Site A). No significant vari

are discussed for reasons of brevity. These ations in temperature were observed Dissolved Oxygen 
include temperature, dissolved oxygen during the three study periods. It is sur

(D.O.). chemical oxygen demand (COD). mised that eliminating the sewage dis Figure 4 is a plot of dissolved oxygen 

coliforms, total nonfilterable residue charges (and the associated heat) to the versus time. The data used were average 

(TN F R). and phosphorous. Unless other Chena in 1976 resulted in less open water values for the periods of 1951-1952, 

wise stated, all analyses were conducted on the river and perhaps relatively less 1967-1978, and 1977-1978, taken at 

in accordance with Standard Methods. 21 ice fog, although the data available were river mile 4.5. Minimum values near 2.0 

The complete set of data is included as insufficient to verify this. milligrams per liter (mg/1) occurred in 

Table 1. Table 2 summarizes water qual Flow data plotted in Figure 3 were 1951-1952 and were thought to have 

ity information obtained during August taken by the U.S. Geological Survey been caused by the "mud" bottom of 

of 1981 by ADEC. It should be noted 
that these 1981 analyses were of grab 

5000samples and thus are specific only to the 
dates collected. 

FLOW ---..J 4000\ 
I 0

0 \ w
Temperature 0 I 3000 en......w· \ M 

:I 
a: I 

I 
\ 2000 1

Water temperatures vary seasonally LL.
1
c( I \throughout the basin, and during 1978 a: 1000 ~ 

the temperatures ranged from 0°C during .Ja. 
:!! 
w \-~- LL. 

winter ice-covered conditions to 18°C in w 01
late July. Figure 3 is a plot oftemperature 
and flow versus time. A sharp tempera
ture increase occurred in late April to 
early May as the river ice began to break 
up. A sharp temperature decrease occurred MONTH 
as winter conditions approached in Sep
tember. Temperatures plotted for Figure Figure 3. Temperature and flow vs. time. 
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Figure 4. Dissolved oxygen vs. time. 	 Figure 5. 

the lower Chena. The mud contains 
organics and may have been produced by 
upstream mining and construction activi
ties. 

It is evident from Figure 4 that an 

oxygen demand was being exerted under 

the winter ice cover where the dissolved 
oxygen approaches 4.0 mg/1 from January 

through March. The D.O. levels are well 

below saturation for 0°C water (14.6 
mg/1 ). It is also apparent that as breakup 

progresses, the D.O. concentration in
creases during high flow and cold water 

conditions and then subsides in June and 

July to around 9 mg/1. When Figures 

3 and 4 are compared, it can be seen that 

as the water temperature increases, the 
solubility of D.O. decreases with a subse
quent drop-off during the period May 

through July. Conversely, commencing 

in August D.O. increases as the water 
temperature decreases, with the peak 
value occurring in late September or early 
October, just prior to freeze-up. Once 
the river is ice covered, the D.O. levels 

rapidly decrease to about 4 mg/1 through 
the winter months. 

Figure 4 emphasizes a very important 

facet of the arctic environment: dissolved 

oxygen concentrations decrease with 

increasing temperature. This can have 
both a positive and a negative impact on 
the stream and surrounding community. 

Under ice and with stream temperatures 

of 0°C, the saturation value of D.O. is 
about 14.6 mg/1. If air is available to 
saturate the water, the increased oxygen 

can be advantageous to maintaining stream 
life and for satisfying organic/inorganic 
oxygen demand. On the other hand, low 
temperature and associated ice cover can 

block atmospheric reaeration. If oxygen
demanding loads on the stream exceed 
the available oxygen, anaeraobic condi
tions will result with possible dramatic 
consequences. Furthermore, if heated 
discharges melt the ice cover and permit 

open reaches, atmospheric reaeration can 
occur - but the open water may become 
a major source of ice fog. 

Figure 5 emphasizes the aforemen

tioned point by comparing D.O. levels 

above Fairbanks where the river is ice 
covered and below Fairbanks where open 

water makes reaeration possible. Site F 

at river mile 28.7 has relatively high D.O. 

during the winter months. As the flow 
continues downstream, the dissolved 

oxygen decreases (Site C, river mile 11.0) 

until it is reaerated as indicated by values 
at Site A, river mile 4.5. The graph also 

shows that the minimum stream D.O. 
occurred during late spring and that sub
stantial stream oxygenation followed 
during breakup. 

Although again there is insufficient 
data available to prove the point, removal 
of the heated sewage discharges in 1976 
perhaps resulted in more of the river 
being ice covered. This would reduce 
stream reaeration but the overall effect 

of removing the organic wastes would 
probably result in an improved oxygen 

· level in the stream. Atmospheric reaera
tion has been documented near the MUS 

plant during 1977, as noted in Figure 5, 
and by earlier investigations. 15 

No significant changes in dissolved 

oxygen levels were noted during the three 
study periods of 1951-52, 1967-68 and 

1977-78, except for the effect of the 
"mud" bottoms. One unresolved issue 

J F M AM J J A 

TIME 

Dissolved oxygen vs. time, 1977-78. 

remains about the D.O. data in Table 1. 
Several of the values, especially July 1977, 

are well above saturation for the water 
temperature measured. This is a physical 

possibility (supersaturation); however, it 
is more than likely due to sampling or 

analytical error. 

Chemical Oxygen Demand 

The chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
is an indicator of organic loading on the 

river from natural and man-made sources. 
Natural sources include surface runoff, so 

the COD would be expected to vary with· 

in a stream seasonally and with precipita

tion. Values measured for this parameter 
varied from 6 mg/1 to a high of 70 mg/1. 
Unusually high values were obtained on 

September 27, 1977; they were attributed 
to the storm surface runoff identified in 

Figure 3. Comparison of average COD 
values for 1977-78 and prior studies 

indicate similar values. Since the COD 
values have remained relatively static over 
time even though the sewage discharges 

have been removed, it is surmised that the 
source for organic loading has changed 
from wastewater to surface influences 

due to development activity. 
Significant reductions in COD were 

not expected as a result of removing 
the sewage treatment plant discharges. 
This can be shown by performing a dilu

tion calculation for 1966-67 data at 
Site B (mile 6.2) and Site D (mile 19). 

Average values for Site B were 15.2 mg/1 
and the average values for upstream Site 

D were 10.6 mg/1. Point-source organic 
loads on the river between Site B and 

Site D are summarized in Table 3. The 
dilution calculation is: 
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the D.O. data also yields similar results 
TABLE 3 with a predicted downstream value of 

6.4 mg/1 against the actual value of 5.0Point-Source Discharges between River Miles 6 and 19 
mg/1. This last calculation, however, isMarch 7 - May 2, 19672, 9 
based only on the mixing of the flows 

Source Flow(MGD) COD(mg/l)* and does not take into account the oxygen 

SiteD- mile 19 161.00 10.6 uptake due to organic loads imposed on 

Ft. Wainwright North STP 0.35 250 the stream or oxygenation from photo

Ft. Wainwright South STP 1.03 250 synthetic activity or atmospheric reaera

Island Homes 0.03 500 tion. 

Hamilton Acres 0.007 500 

Graehl 0.006 500 Califarms 

Fairbanks STP 1.72 250 


Coliform organisms are used as indica
Noyes Slough 0.06 500 

tors of water contamination by warm
Site B - mile 6.2 164.203 15.2 

blooded animals; they may indicate 
pathogenic organisms. During the study

*The COD levels were estimated assuming a B.O.D./COD ratio of 
period, fecal coliforms ranged from 1 to 

0.4 to 0.8. 22 
125 organisms per 100 ml of sample 
(Table 1). Unexpectedly high counts 
were obtained during February and 
March of 1978 on the lower section of 
the river, suggesting some point-source 
sewage discharge below Chena Slough. where 

Table 4 presents data comparing 1968OiCi denote flow and concentration at respective locations; 
and 1977-78 information. Coliform con

c 7 =downstream COD concentration at Site B, mile 6.2 centration was dramatically reduced from 
c 7 = [1 o61 [ (161 )(1 o.6l+(0.35l(250l+(1.03l(250l+(O.o3l(500l 1968 to 1977-78 as a direct result of 

+(0.007)(500l+(o.oos) (500l+( 1. 72)(250l+(0.06)(500ll ; [ (164l ( 1 o6ll the sewage discharge removal from the 

c7 = 15.4 mg/1 

The calculated value of 15.4 mg/1 com TABLE 4 
pares very well with the actual measured 

Average Chena River Coliform Counts
value of 15.2 mg/1. The small deviation is 

19682 and 1977-1978*
well within precision limits for the test 
and thus the calculation shows, as ex 1968 1977-1978 

pected, that the organic load from Total Total Fecal 

sources between miles 6 and 19 increased Coliform Coliform Coliform 

the river COD a very slight amount - Month per 100 ml Month per 100 ml per 100 ml 

some 4.6 mg/1. This small amount might 
be considered insignificant; however, it Jul 31 14 
meant a 30% reduction (4.6/15.2) of the Aug 56 15 
organic load on the stream, which under Sep 
ice-covered conditions would be very Oct 36 6 
significant. Dec 14 4 

Similar dilution calculations can be Jan 233,200 Jan 36 4 

made for D.O. and B.O.D. (biochemi Feb 207,000 Feb 39 48 

cal oxygen demand). Their importance Mar 202,800 Mar 66+ 33 

lies in the oxygen relationships, although Apr 393,300 Apr 91+ 10 

indirectly. Based on the information May 92,300 May 23+ 12 

available, 18 a predicted B.O.D. of 8.2 Jun 49,100 

mg/1 was calculated and compared favor Jul 220,100 Jul high 59 

ably with the actual reported measurement Aug 219,900 

of 9.0 mg/1. Considering the precision of 
the test (which is quite poor) and the *Data for both periods were taken from stations between miles 4.5 

sensitivity for the range evaluated, the and 19 (Sites A through D, Table 1 ). 

results compare very well. An analysis of 
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TABLE 5 

Chena River Total Nonfilterable Residue 
1954, 1965-66 and 1977-78 

1954* 1965-662 1977-78 
Date TNFR Date TNFR Date TNFR 

(mg/1) (mg/1) (mg/1) 

Jan 9 Oct 39 Jun 110 
May 173 Nov 15 Aug 7 
Jun 238 Dec >10 Sep 154 
Jul 312 Jan >10 Oct 4 
Aug 194 Feb >10 Dec 2 
Oct 24 Mar >10 Jan 5 

Apr 25 Feb 2 
May 147 Mar 3 
Jun 62 Apr 16 
Jul 14 May 9 
Aug 15 Jul 6 
Sep 17 

*Data reported as suspended sediment.3 

Chena River in 1976. Again, it is possible 
to estimate the effect of river dilution on 
coliform concentrations during the 1967
68 period. Although this calculation is 
based on many "best-guess" estimates 
and assumptions, it would be expected to 
yield a same order of magnitude concen
tration. Assuming that the three sewage 
treatment plants (Fairbanks and Fort 
Wainwright) were serving an approxi
mate total population of 22,000 and that 
each person contributed 200 billion 
coliforms daily, the total coliform count 
would be 4.4 x 1015 organisms displaced 
into 3. 1 X 106 gallons of wastewater 
(Table 3). Next, assuming 67% coliform 
removal through the plants - a level 
achievable by poorly operating primary 
(25-75% removal) and chlorinated (98
99% removal) systems - the expected 
coliform discharge would be about 
1.~ x 1015 organisms per day or 4.68 x 
10 coliforms per gallon of sewage treated. 
This release when coupled with a river flow 
of 161 x 106 gallons per day and a coli
form count of 100/100 ml (3785/gallon) 
upstream of the outfalls yields a pre
dicted river downstream concentration of 
some 234,000 coliforms per 100 mi. This 
value compares very well with the data 
presented in Table 4, but it must be 
emphasized that several major assump

tions were used to make this prediction. 
Nonetheless, the answer is within scien
tific reason and indicates that the subse
quent low coliform counts resulted 
directly from the fact that the sewage 
treatment plants no longer discharged 
into the Chena River. 

Total Nonfilterable Residue 

Data for total nonfilterable residue 
(TNFR), commonly referred to as sus

pended solids (SS), are presented in Table 
5 for 1954, 1965-66 and 1977-78. A 
significant decrease in TN F R occurred 
from 1954 to 1965-66 and again from 
1965-66 to 1977-78. The high values 
recorded for May 1966 and June 1977 
were attributed to high flow following 
breakup, and the elevated value experi
enced in September 1977 was caused by 
the isolated storm previously mentioned. 
High TN F R values in 1954 were correlated 
with gold mining activities on the upper 
Chena tributaries, and conversely low 
TNFR values for 1977-78 were thought 
to be a direct consequence of the absence 
of placer mining on the upper basin. 

Phosphorous and Nitrogen 

In 1967-68 orthophosphate concen
trations were significantly higher than 

those recorded in 1977-78 as can be seen 
from Table 6. The 1967-68 analyses 
showed concentrations increasing with 
distance downstream and were attributed 
to sewage discharges from area sewage 
treatment plants. 2 The 1977-78 data 
reflect the removal of the large-volume 
sewage discharges and are more typical of 
an unimpacted subarctic stream. 

Nitrogen and phosphate values recorded 
in August 1981 are well below the maxi
mum allowed for drinking water, although 
the particular analytical technique used 
to measure the orthophosphates is un
known and therefore the results are to be 
viewed with caution. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An analysis of water quality studies 
conducted in 1977-78 for the Chen a 
River showed significant improvement 
since 1967-68 in several categories. Re
ductions in orthophosphates and fecal 
coliforms were attributed to the removal 
of sewage discharges to the river in 1976. 
Reduced chemical oxygen demand levels 
were also noted. Insignificant changes 
occurred for temperature, turbidity, and 
dissolved oxygen. Large reductions in 
total nonfilterable residue were more 
than likely due to reduced upstream 
mining activities and restricted gravel 
operations. 

TABLE 6 


Average Orthophosphate Levels 

in the Chena River 


1967-681 and 1977-78 


1967-68 1977-78 
Date P04 Date P04 

(mg/1) (mg/1) 

Jul 0.03 Oct 0.01 
Sep 0.00 Apr 0.01 
Apr 0.15 May 0.01 
Sep 0.05 Jul 0.01 
Dec 0.19 
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Conclusions 

1. Water quality of the Chena River in 
1978 had significantly improved over 1968 
conditions. 

2. Water quality of the Chena River is 
presently similar to unimpacted subarctic 
streams of interior Alaska. 

3. 1977-78 analyses suggest the pres
ence of small sewage discharges to the 
Chena River in the Fairbanks area. 

4. The present quality of the Chena 
River water is only marginally suited 
(with treatment) for potential drinking 
water use. 

5. Continued water quality monitoring 
of the river is warranted to: 

• Evaluate the impact of the Chena 
River Flood Control Project. 

• Identify and evaluate the remaining 
point-source discharges. 

• Assess the water quality for possible 
reclassification for drinking water use. 

• Study future impacts that might 
occur from renewed mining activities, 
gravel operations, siting of new industries 
and increased agricultural functions. 

6. Continued careful planning and 
coordination is necessary to ensure that 
high quality water will remain available 
in the Chena River. 
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HIGH-SPEED 
GRAVEL ROADS 

by Matthew Reckard 

The Dalton Highway: not quite a high-speed gravel road- yet. 

A kans seeking to improve the quality of their rural roads might do well to con
sider surfacing them with gravel instead of asphalt - especially in areas with 

extensive permafrost or muskeg. This ironic and seemingly backward idea 
results from the great difficulties which are encountered in trying to build and main
tain a stable road embankment over poor foundation material. Without such stability, 
asphalt surfaces quickly become distorted, cracked and full of potholes. In severe 
cases, road crews may not be able to keep roads in a condition for safe high-speed 
travel, even with a great expenditure of time and money. 

Gravel surfaces, of course, suffer from embankment instability too, but the re
sulting problems are sometimes less severe and are nearly always easier and cheaper to 
repair. Differential thaw settlement, for example, slowly but continuously creates 
humps and dips in roads. On a gravel surface, these distortions can be smoothed 
out as a part of the regular grading plan, sometimes with little or no extra effort. 
On a paved road there is no alternative but to put up with the humps and dips for as 
long as can be tolerated, then tear up the entire pavement, recondition the roadbed, 
and repave. 

Technically feasible designs are possible which would provide stable roads over vir
tually any terrain. Permafrost areas, for example, could be spanned with continu
ous bridges supported on refrigerated pilings, similar to the above-ground sections 
of the Alyeska pipeline. Such a design might be practical for spanning small pockets of 
bad ground, but the cost would be astronomical if it were used for any significant 

Matthew Reckard is a research engineer with the Alaska Department of Transporta
tion and Public Facilities, Research Section. A version of this paper was presented at 
the 33rd AAAS Alaska Science Conference in September 1982. 
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distance. Over long stretches of un
stable ground, then, gravel-surfaced roads 
are likely to be the most cost-effec
tive means of providing high-speed 
travel. 

Experience has shown that gravel
surfaced roads can provide adequate per
formance under difficult conditions. Sur
face roughness measurements made on the 
Alaska Highway in 1980 by the Research 
Section of the Department of Transporta
tion and Public Facilities showed a smooth
er surface on the Canadian (gravel) side of 
the border than on the Alaska (paved) side. 
These measurements were made with a 
Mays Ride Meter over 39 miles of paved 
road and 62 miles of gravel-surfaced road. 
Average axle movements were 13% less 
on the gravel portion then on the paved 
sections. Perhaps more significantly, the 
incidence of large ( >1" ) axle move
ments - which indicates severe dips or 
potholes - was seven times as great on 
the paved sections. 

REQUIREMENTS 

Many gravel roads are in poor shape, 
of course, and to make them safe for high
speed travel is not an inexpensive task. The 
basic needs for location and dimensions 

of the road - including alignment, width 

of surface, and grades- are virtually iden
tical to those for paved roads. Many older 
roads are narrow, winding and steep, and 
upgrading these would be expensive no 
matter what type of surfacing they have. 

Gravel-surfaced roads require a greater 
'·crown" (transverse slope) than paved 
roads to ensure good drainage of water 
from the surface. This not only reduces 
muddiness and rutting during rainy 
weather, but also reduces formation of 
potholes and "washboarding." A 4% 
crown is usually recommended for gravel 
surfaces whereas 2% is typical of paved 
roads. 1•2 This requirement has little or 
no effect on costs, but is sometimes over
looked in building and maintaining gravel 
roads. A good gravel road also needs a sur
face layer of hard, crushed gravel with 
sufficient fine material to act as a binder. 3 

Such material compacts well and "sets up" 
into a hard, smooth surface. Many gravel 
roads have been surfaced with uncrushed 
material (which is cheaper) and have few 
silt- and clay-sized particles or "fines" 
(which is intended to limit frost heaving). 
The result is loose gravel on the surface, 
much more dust and poorer overall sur
face quality. 

Pavement may be no panacea. Asphalt road surfaces in the north, like the cracked one 
shown here, often break up quickly. (All illustrations courtesy DOTPF.) 

A major cost in maintaining high qual
ity gravel roads is periodic surface treat
ment with a dust palliative. This is a wide 
group of materials which provide a weak 
cementing action to the gravel, thus pro
moting a hard, smooth surface with fewer 
potholes, less washboarding and reduced 
dust problems. Although this treatment is 
expensive, it may pay for itself by reduc
ing the need for grading and the loss of 
surface gravel. The reduction in dust is al
most mandatory if high-speed travel is to 
be made safely. Examples of dust pallia
tives include waste oil, calcium chloride, 
emulsified asphalt and lignins. They have 
been used rarely outside of urban areas in 
Alaska, although calcium chloride has been 
used widely in the Yukon (including the 
Alaska Highway). Calcium magnesium 
acetate (CMA) might also be an effective 
dust palliative, since like calcium chloride 
it is hygroscopic, but it has not been used 
for this purpose. 

CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

The most obvious difference between 
the costs of building gravel and paved 
roads is the cost of the asphalt pavement. 
On recent Alaskan rural highway projects, 
this amounts to roughly $75,000 per mile 
of two-lane road, including incidentals 
such as paint striping and mobilization. In 
some cases, however, other factors could 
result in even greater cost differences be
tween gravel and paved roads. 

One of these is the limitation on the 
amount of fines allowed near the surface 
of the embankment. Current Alaska design 
pol icy4 places restrictions on fines as deep 
as 3'12 feet below a paved surface in order 
to reduce frost heaving of the roadway. 
Thaw weakening of heaved embankments 
causes severe and permanent damage to 
asphalt pavements, justifying this policy 
for paved roads. 5 Damage to gravel
surfaced roads from thaw weakening, 
however, is limited to greater muddiness 
and rutting at breakup -a temporary and 
relatively inexpensive problem. Greater 
amounts of fines might therefore be toler
ated in gravel-surfaced roads. 

"Clean" gravel (free of fines) is often 
expensive since good sources are rare in 
many areas. Restrictions of fines content, 
then, often leads to greater material pro
cessing, longer haul distances, and difficul
ties in securing necessary permits (many 
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Figure 1. Estimated costs per year for well-maintained roadways. 

"clean" gravels are river bottom deposits 
and mining them can cause environmental 
damage). Gravel suitable for unpaved 
roads may be much cheaper than that for 
paved roads (as much as $100,000 per mile 
of two-lane roads, based on some recent 
contract unit prices). 

Similar savings might result where road
ways are cut through "dirty" material or 
even soft, degradable bedrock. For a paved 
road, excavations must be made to a level 
well below the final surface to remove 
these materials. This excavated material 
must then be replaced with clean gravel 
hauled from elsewhere. Much of this might 
be avoided if the road were unpaved, since 
the original material could be left in place. 

Unusually thick road embankments 
are sometimes built in permafrost areas in 
order to insulate the original ground and 
protect it from thawing and settling. In 
some cases, manufactured insulation board 
has been placed beneath roadways. In such 
areas, gravel roads may be much cheaper 
to build than paved roadways, since there 
is less need for these measures. This is be
cause gravel surfaces stay cooler in summer 
than paved ones6 (probably due to a com
bination of greater albedo and the cooling 
effect of greater evaporation of moisture 
from gravel surfaces). Since the surface 

stays cooler, less insulation is required to 
preventthawingthe underlying permafrost. 
The magnitude of the reduction depends 
upon the local climatic conditions (par
ticularly the thawing index), but calcula
tions utilizing the Modified Berggren 
Equation suggest that it is approximately 
equivalent to two feet of gravel in Interior 

Alaska and one foot on the North Slope. 
In Interior Alaska, this alone might result 
in saving $250,000 per mile for two-lane 
roadway. 

MAINTENANCE COSTS 

Maintenance of a high-quality road is 
not inexpensive even in the best of cir
cumstances. Grading and treatment with 
dust palliatives must be performed regu
larly, and the cost of the latter is relatively 
high. In addition, the surfacing layer of 
gravel must be renewed every few years as 
grading and traffic wear it away. These 
expenses are higher where the foundation 
soils or the road embankment itself are of 
poor quality, but they are significant even 
if a road is built on bedrock. 

In contrast, maintenance costs for 
paved roads are highly variable. If an em
bankment of material unsusceptible to 
frost is built on bedrock, it is likely that 

an asphalt pavement will have a long life 
with little need for patching or pothole 
filling. On poor roadbeds, the situation is 
drastically different. There have been 
numerous instances on highway construc
tion projects over permafrost where pave
ment repairs have been necessary even 
before the entire project was completed. 

Figure 1 illustrates the estimated cost 
of maintaining a paved road and a gravel
surfaced road in a condition adequate for 
high-speed (55 mph) travel as a function 
of the roadbed quality. The estimate as
sumes maintenance over the alignment for 
an indefinite period, and the cost of pe
riodic repaving, regraveling and recondi
tioning are included in the averages. The 
"foundation quality" is meant to be a 
combination of both embankment and 
foundation soil conditions. Costs were es
timated based on recent contract prices 
for various activities, on historical state 
maintenance costs and work levels, on 
current prices for asphalt, dust palliatives 
and other materials, and on interviews with 
state maintenance, design and construction 
personnel. Exact predictions of these costs 
cannot be expected, as is indicated by the 
range of costs shown in the graph. The es
timate indicates that a paved surface is 
cheaper to maintain than a gravel one if 
the road foundation is very good and both 
types of surfaces are kept in good condi
tion. As foundation quality deteriorates, 
however, this advantage disappears, and 
where foundation quality is very poor, 
gravel surfaces appear to be much cheaper. 

Many sections of Alaska's highways, 
paved and unpaved, have not always been 
kept in a "high-speed" condition, and dust 
palliatives have rarely been used in rural 
areas. The cost estimates in Figure 1 there
fore necessarily rely to some extent on 
theoretical instead of empirical data. The 
accuracy of the estimate - and in partic
ular the exact crossover point between 
paved and unpaved surface costs -- may 
thus be questioned. That such a crossover 
exists, however, seems clear. 

It also seems clear that high quality 
gravel surfaces should be given serious 
consideration when plans for road improve
ments are formulated. Such surfaces might 
yield both better performance and lower 
costs in some areas, and the resulting ex
perience would help to clarify the trade
offs between paved and unpaved roads. 
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A case in point which is of considerable 
current interest is the Dalton Highway. 
Much of this road passes over permafrost 
which provides a poor foundation. An as
phalt pavement may deteriorate rapidly 
here, and many improvements are possible 
short of paving the road. Maintenance of 

a proper crown would by itself improve 
the road. The only good surfacing gravel 
ever placed on the road has been put 
there in the last year and a half; most 
of the road still has none. Virtually no 
dust palliatives have ever been used on 
the Dalton Highway; these could im
prove the surface further, reduce the 
need for grading, and reduce the loss 
of surfacing gravel as well as help to 

control dust problems. 

A program to do all of the above 
would cost a considerable amount of 
money, but not nearly as much as a 
project to pave the road. It might also 
be more successful than an asphalt pave
ment on the long stretches of unstable 
ground the Dalton Highway crosses. 
On more stable parts of the road, on 
the other hand, paving may well be the 
most cost-effective means of improve

ment. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Note: Building in the North, the col
lection of classic Eb Rice articles, is being 
reissued with some minor revisions and 
updating by the School of Engineering 
here at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks. 
In keeping with Eb's wishes, profits - if 
any - from sales of his book will go 
toward furthering the cause of northern 

engineering education. 
Important sidelight to the foregoing 

note: The Northern Engineer has very 
few copies left of the earlier printing of 
Building in the North. If you need the 
book, place your order with the Office 
of the Dean, School of Engineering, 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 
99701. The new copies will be available 
sometime after the first of the year; price 
is not yet known, but given inflation over 
the intervening years, it is sure to be more 
than the previous $4. 

* * * * 

CONCLUSIONS 

High-speed gravel roads merit serious 
consideration on Alaska's rural highways, 
particularly where poor foundation con
ditions -such as permafrost and muskeg
are encountered and in areas where clean 
gravels unsusceptible to frost are scarce. 
Asphalt pavements are likely to perform 
poorly in such areas and to have high con
struction and maintenance costs. Neither 
highway users, nor state highway personnel, 
nor taxpayers will be happy if, afewyears 
after an expensive paving project, a road 
is as bad as or worse than it was before. 
Even some parts of Alaska's highways 
which are now paved might be improved 
by taking the "backward" step of giving 
them a high-quality gravel surface - and 
money could be saved in the process. 

This article is adapted from the author's 
report "Costs and Performance of High 
Speed Gravel Roads. " Requests for the 
full report should be sent to Barbara Trego, 
Publications Specialist, Department of 
Transportation and Public Facilities, Divi
sion of Planning and Programming, Re
search Section, 2301 Peger Road, Fair
banks, Alaska 99707. 

NOTED 

Undergraduates studying civil engineer
ing, geology or geological engineering are 
eligible to apply for a $1000 annual 
scholarship established at the University 
of Alaska by R&M Consultants. The 
scholarship is a memorial to the late 
Ralph Migliaccio, founder of R&M and 
the firm's president until his death. 

Preference will be given to applicants 
demonstrating high scholastic ability, and 
financial need may be considered. The 
University of Alaska Foundation will 
administer the scholarship fund; scholar
ships will have a spring semester applica
tion deadline and will be awarded for the 
following fall semester. Forms and fur
ther information are available from 
Dixie Brown, Executive Director, Univer
sity Foundation, 113 Bunnell Build
ing, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, 
AK 99701. 

* * * * 
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The Alaska Academy of Engineering 
and Sciences is up and going. A newly 
released flyer states the academy is open 
to any individual with a professional 
interest in Alaska engineering and science. 
No discipline, group or geographic region 
within the state will dominate; potential 
members from academia, industry, govern
ment and the private sector are encouraged 

to join. 

The overall purpose of the academy is 
given as "the advancement of engineering 
and scientific knowledge, practice, and 
public service through the encourage
ment of: (a) scientific research and dis
covery, (b) technological innovation, 
(c) discussion of engineering and scientific 
problems and issues, and (d) publication 
and discussion of technological and scien
tific information and knowledge." 

Ambitious plans already exist for the 
group to fulfill its aims. The academy 
plans to hold a conference each spring; to 
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publish a newsletter, and eventually a 

journal; to establish a system of awards 

to encourage scholarship in outstanding 
students and professionals; and to prepare 
a series of multidisciplinary issue papers 

"to provide information on engineering 
and scientific matters" of interest to 
academy members and to the general 
public. 

The academy organizers stress that 
they intend to complement rather than 
compete with existing professional and 
interdisciplinary organizations in the state, 
"with the objective of broadening and 

enhancing engineering and scientific con
tributions to Alaska society." 

Charter memberships, which include 
all publications produced during the 
academy's first year, are available for $25. 
Write The Alaska Academy of Engineer
ing and Sciences, 1589 Sunrise Drive, 
Anchorage, AK 99504. 

* * * * 
We respectfully note the passing of 

Leonid Brezhnev ( 1906-1982), who left 

northern engineering practice many years 
ago for a successful career in politics, and 
extend sympathy to our Soviet readers on 
the death of their country's leader. 

* * * * 

MEETINGS 

Reminder: POAC 83, the Seventh In
ternational Conference on Port and Ocean 
Engineering under Arctic Conditions, to 
be held in Helsinki on 5-9 April 1983, 
has a registration deadline of 15 January. 
The fee of 1200 Finnish markkaa includes 
the proceedings, reception, and what the 

conference announcement calls "technical 
visits" - tours of the Wa rtsila Ice Model 
Basin, the Technical Research Center of 
Finland, and the Helsinki University of 
Technology. 

Further reminder: the biennial POAC 
conferences are among the most thorough 
treatments of the field. Planned session 
topics include: sea ice properties and 
conditions; modelling the interaction be
tween ice and structures; coastal and off
shore structures and their ice forces; 
marine foundations; behavior of materials 
in arctic seas; icebreaking technology, 
including model testing; technical and 
economic aspects of navigation in cold 

regions; instrumentation technology and 
measuring in cold regions; offshore opera
tions and the environment; and under
water technology in arctic seas. In addi
tion, invited speakers will give special lec
tures on: emerging research into the be
havior of ships in ice; status of knowledge 

on sea ice properties and conditions; 
modelling the interaction between ice and 
structures, and ice and ships; present state 
and future development of arctic offshore 
structures; experiences in building and 
design of marine foundations; material 
problems in arctic construction; technical 

and economic aspects of arctic trans
portation; need for arctic instrumentation 
development; and pipeline construction 

in arctic seas. For those not overloaded 
with information by the meeting's end, 
visits to major Finnish shipyards and a 
cruise on an icebreaker are among the pos
sibilities available as post-conference 
tours. 

All correspondence should be addressed 
to Sirpa Suomela, Secretary General 
POAC 83, Technical Research Centre of 
Finland, Laboratory of Structural En
gineering, Betonimiehenkuja 3, SF 
02150Espoo 15, Finland. 

* * * * 
The first of what is promised to be a 

series of annual Cold Regions Environ
mental Engineering Conferences will be 
held on 18-20 May 1983 in Fairbanks. 
Cosponsored by the departments of En
vironmental Quality Engineering and Civil 
Engineering at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks and the Civil Engineering de
partment of the University of Alberta, 
Edmonton, this first conference will 
"focus on design papers for water and 
wastewater management in cold climate 
areas," according to the conference 
announcement. Papers considering solid 
waste management, air pollution, sludge 
handling and environmental impact will 
also be accepted. 

Additional information is available 
from Dr. Timothy Titsworth, Environ
mental Quality Engineering, University of 
Alaska, 306 Tanana Drive, Fairbanks, AK 
99701. In Canada, write Dr. Daniel W. 
Smith, Civil Engineering Department, 
University ofAlberta, Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canada T6G 2G7. 

* * * * 

March 2-4, 1983 promise to be inter

esting days in Massachusetts. Those are 
the dates of the 11th Annual Sea Grant 
Lecture and Seminar Series, with a sub
ject of Arctic Technology. Title for the 
keynote lecture on 2 March will be Arctic 
Technology: An Assessment and Review 
for the Next Decade. Preliminary topics 
listed for the seminars are: arctic ocean
ography; arctic seismic exploration; ice 
morphology; arctic climatology; engineer
ing properties of ice; arctic offshore tech
nology; ice-breaking technology; the legal
political regime of the Arctic; resource 
economics of the Arctic; and environmen
tal considerations in the Arctic. Professor 
Ira Dyer of the Department of Ocean 
Engineering at the Massachusetts I nsti
tute of Technology is chairman for the 
meeting, but for further information and 
registration material, write Elizabeth 
Harding, MIT Sea Grant Information 
Office, 77 Massachusetts A venue, Cam
bridge, MA 02139. 

* * * * 
Microprocessors and their applications 

will be the special emphasis for the 
Fourteenth Annual Pittsburgh Confer
ence on Modeling and Simulation, but 

papers will be accepted on all tradi
tional modeling and simulation themes, 
including energy, social, economic and 
global modeling and simulation. The 
conference will be held on 21 and 22 
April 1983; it is sponsored by the School 
of Engineering of the University of 
Pittsburgh, in cooperation with the 
Pittsburgh sections of the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, the 
Systems, Men and Cybernetics Society, 
the International Association for Math

ematics and Computers in Simulation, 
the Instrument Society of America 
and the Society of Computer Simula
tion. 

Abstracts of previously unpublished 
papers making a significant contribu
tion to a particular area, or which de
scribe the origin and progress of cur
rent research, are presently being ac
cepted by the organizers. All correspon
dence regarding the meeting should be 
directed to William G. Voght or Marlin H. 
Mickle, Modeling and Simulation Con
ference, 348 Benedum Engineering Hall, 
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 
15261. • 
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